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Sports
Robin Williams and
Danny DeVito star in
'Death to Smoochy'

Straight from high
school to the NBA
now common path

Columbia student
charged in church fire
o $2.5-mlllion bond set as he waits in
jail for April 15 arraignment
By Murad Toor
Staff Writer

President Warrick L. Carter relaxes in his 'sanity room' on the ground floor of his new home.

Inside view of President's mansion
0
Exclusive tour through newly
renovated presidential residence

room to the three by faculty member Thorn Lee in
the dining room. Mrs. Carter noted that every four
to six months, new artwork would replace the previous dining room paintings.
Mrs. Carter, who is an interior designer by trade,
By Ryan Adair
completely furnished the townhouse and said the
college would retain the furniture on the first level
Executive Editor
even when Carter's run as president has ended.
Last month Columbia officially added another She described the general look of the public space.
" [It's) neoclassic and very eclectic. I wanted to
building to its ever-expanding Chicago campus.
Although the building will not house any class- create with a palette that was neutral but not
rooms, theaters or offices, it may indeed play a bland," she said. "A lot of my personal taste is in
vital role in the college community. Columbia now here. I hope the college community likes it."
Also of interest on the public level is the library.
has a place for the college president to call horne,
in addition to a permanent spot for him to hold Primarily to be used for hosting potential benefacmeetings, host fund raisers and show off new stu- tors, according to Carter, the room features rich
green walls, offset by a large brown leather couch
dent and faculty artwork.
Located at 1258 N. LaSalle Drive, in the heart of in the center. A wide drop-down screen also ts an
the city's trendy Gold Coast, the 8,000-square-foot important highlight of the room since it will a llow
townhouse is now the official residence of college for videoconferences, Carter said. The small
president Warrick L. Carter and his wife Laurel. library is the ideal setting for meeting with
According to college administrators, the property prospective donors, he noted.
" People like to give to individuals. You have to
will be the permanent address for future Columbia
presidents as well as a place to host potential back- make a connection in intimate settings," Carter
said.
ers for the school.
Downstairs from the public level is the ground
The college originally purchased the building for
$ 1.35 million nearly two years ago. Since then the floor. This area has a special side entrance opening
into
an elevator that was des igned, Carter said, to
house has undergone a 16-rnonth period of dramatic renovations. The building dates back to the mid- assist those with disabilities. The ground floor fea1800s and at different times was a private resi- tures a large commercial-sized kitchen for in-house
dence; a popular gathering spot known as the catering of various events. Off the kitchen,
Swedish Club; and most recently an apartment through large French doors, is Carter 's private
building; until the property fell into total disrepair, office, which is circular. Directly across from the
office is what Carter calls his "sanity room." In the
according to coll ege officials.
The Carters granted the Chronicle an exclusive center of this room, a Yamaha drum set is the foca l
personal tour of the newly renovated four-sto ry point, which is appropriate since Carter is a jazz
house. The first floor of the building consists of musician. Two portraits of Carter 's grandfather
public rooms where Carter will host various gath- and great-grandmother are on the wall o f the room.
The third and fourth floors of the presidential
. erings for the college's Board of Trustees, faculty,
ho use are the actual private living quarters of the
alumni and staff.
Upon entering the house through a s.ecurity .gate, Carters. On the third floor, Mrs. Carter's office is
the main room inside the front door IS the stttmg adjacent to another living room, which features
room. This area features plush yellow and white black and white, zebra-colored chairs and a large
couches and chairs, in addition to wall-to-wall gray, textured couch. The Carters' personal kitchen
hardwood floors and an e legant marble fireplace. is the next room over, with speckled granite counAbove the fireplace is an abstract painting by tertops and tiled wa lls. The private third floor also
includes an informal dining room with a large c irColumbia alumnus Richard Lang.
cular glass table and an elegant crystal chandelier.
Various Columbia-related artwork is showcased
throughout the ho use's first level, ranging from
See House, page 3
abstract student paintings on the walls of the hvmg

A Columbia student charged with the March 18 arson of a
Wheaton church was being held in the DuPage County Jatl on a
$2.5 million bond, according to authorities. The film student's
next court appearance is April 15 for arraignment, when he wtll
enter a plea.
Adam P. Palinsk.i, 21, was arrested around I 0 a.m. Thursday,
March 21 at the Metra train station in Wheaton wltile on his
way to classes at Columbia, according to Wheaton Police
Commander Joseph Eversole.
. .
Palinsk.i is accused of setting fire to two Wheaton butldmgs:
St. Michael Catholic Church at 315 W. Illinois St. and a house
on Warrenville Road, said DuPage County State's Attorney
Joseph E. Birkett and Wheaton Police Cltief Mark Field. The
church was completely destroyed and the house suffered superficial damage.
. .
Birkett and Field jointly announced March 22 that Pahnsk.i has
been charged with one count of arson and one count of aggravated arson for the church and the residence, respectively.
The moti~e for setting the fires remains unknown at this time.
DuPage County Judge William Ferguson set Palinsk.i's bo~d
at $2.5 million and Palinsk.i remains in DuPage County Jatl m
Wheaton.
Eversole said the church frre was discovered Monday, March
18, aroutJd I :45 a.m. when an officer saw smoke and when a citizen called the Wheaton police department at about the same
time. The Wheaton Fire Department, with help from I 7 other
frre departments and a total of about 70 frrefighters, could not
save the church.
The residence fires were set with gasoline on the home's vinyl
siding and burned themselves out, authorities said. Three areas
of fire damage are visible from the street: on both stdes of the
two-car garage facing Arbor Drive, and to the left of the front
door facing Warrenville Road, under a window.
.
Arson is a Class 2 felony punishable by three to seven years m
state prison. Aggravated arson, perpetrated· when people are
present, is a Class X felony that carries six to 30 years. Pohce
said two people were in the residence when the fires were set.
Police also said the owner called 911 at 6:14a.m. when he woke
up and noticed the damage.
.
.
.
Palinsk.i was a member of St. Mtchael Pansh, satd Father Don
Mclaughlin. From second through eighth grades Palinski
attended the parish school, according. to Palinsk.i 's mother.
McLaughlin said he didn't know the Pahnsk.i famtly because he
just joined the church in June of last year.
.
Palinsk.i 's house is next door to the restdence. The owner ts a
teacher and coach at Wheaton Warrenville South High School,
the same school Palinsk.i graduated from in 1999.
Police received tips implicating Palinsk.i witltin a day, Eversole
said, and Palinski was put under surveillance up until his arrest
Thursday morning. Eversole did not say what specifically led
police to Palinski other than the tips, nor did he conunent on the
evidence they had. Palinski admitted to the crimes while being
questioned by police, said Eversole.
"There are many investigative steps to be taken. We set up a
plan so, that morning, things would go in concert when we took
Mr. Pal inski into custody," Eversole said. ''We were well prepared when we met the person in custody."

See Church fire, page 5
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Spring Photo Fair held at
area camera company

Students search for
bargains at the
rummage sale held last
Tuesday, March 19 at
the Hokin Annex, 623 S.
Wabash Ave.

Central Camera Co. is sponsoring a Spring Photo
Fair, April 12 and 13 at its headquarters, 230 S.
Wabash Ave.
Photographic amateurs and professionals will have
an opportunity to meet product representatives and
discuss the latest innovative techniques in photography.
The events will take place 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more
information call Kathy Arnold at (312) 427-5580.

Columbia hosts student work
in citywide poetry festival
Students from 10 area colleges and universities will
be on hand to read their work at the third annual
Columbia Co llege Citywide Undergraduate Poetry
Festival Thursday April 11 . The free event will take
place at the Concert Hall, 1014 S. Michigan Ave .. and
will include a reception following the readings. For
more information call (312) 344-8138.

Carter's office hosts series
of brown bag luncheons
There is a series of brown bag luncheons scheduled
by president Carter's office. The first will be at Hokin
Hall. 623 S. Wabash Ave. on April 8 from 11:30 a.m. to
1 p.m. All Columbia faculty and staff are invited to
attend this forum touted as a "conversation w1th Dr.
Carter." Attendees are asked to bring their own lunch.

Alan Arkin visits Columbia
Actor-director Alan Arkin will be in the Theater department during the week of April 8. Arkin will host a Q&A
on Thursday. April11 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Getz
Theater, 72 E. 11 h St.
Arkin has acted in such films as "Edward
Scissorhands." "Slums of Beverly Hills" and "Gattaca.·
He d~rected the 1971 film "Little Murders."

Screening series to continue
The F1lm and Video department's Wednesday
Screening Series continues this week with "Critical
Moments." This series of shorts is a montage of the
works of Film and.Video faculty members Paul Hettel,
Wenhwa Ts'ao , Mica Martinelli and Claudia Paraskiv.
The series will be screened on April10, 6 p.m., 1104 S.
Wabash Ave .. Room 302. For more information call
(312) 344-6708.

Getz hosts 'Fashion Euphoria'
Columbia's Multicultural Organization. FUSION. will
be hosting "Fashion Euphoria," a talent and fashion
show of student produced work. The eve~\,will be held
April 11 and 12 at Getz Theater, 72 E. 11 St. Tickets
will be available in the Hokin. $7 for students and $10
for non-students. For more information email
fusionccc@yahoo.com.

SPJ to feature conference
The Society of Professional Journalists' region 5
(Illinois. Indiana and Kentucky) and region 7 (Missouri,
Kansas. Iowa and Nebraska) are hosting their regional SPJ conference April 12 in Springfield, Ill. The event
will take place at the Illinois Press Association's headquarters and cons1st of writing and photography tips. a
discuss1on of media trends and networking with
Midwestern JOurnalists. For more information visit
www spJreg1onS org

If you have an upcoming
event or announcement,
please call the Chronicle's
news desk at

(312) 344-8568.
To reserve acl space call

(312) 344-7432.

Five steps to industry success
0 In this week's series: Getting started
after film school
By Melissa DICiannl
Staff Writer
So, you want to be a fi lmmaker? With the economy
tumbling down into a black hole, a sad situation is facing
many soon-to-be graduates. But living your dream docs
not have to be so hard. After all, that is why most people
go to college. The stress of making your dreams come
true is sometimes enough to make someone work a deadend job, but some helpful hints might make finding a job
a little easier for you.
Step I : Prepare all materials.
Creating a small package is almost necessary to grab
someone 's attention. The package must be well organized, and professional.
A resume is necessary in any job, but a good resume
may get you noticed. A resume should be n? longer than
one page and should highlight all work that IS relevant to
the field of application.
A screening reel should accompany the resume and be
a maximum of three to five minutes long.
"The screening reel shou ld show the filmma~er's best
work and it should be able to be watched Without an
expla'nation," said Peter l lanel, cinematography teacher
in the Film and Video depanment.
Another clement of the entire package should be a letter of recommendation from someone who works in the
film industry or a film teacher from Columbia.
Step 2: Utilize available resources.
The Il linois Depanmcnt of Commerce puts out a book
called the Illinois Production Guide each year. The book
lists all the production companies and names of perspective employers in Illinois and is free.
. .
. .
Oeing able to access all the fi lm compames m lllm01s
will help you focus on where you want to apply, and
who's h1ring.
"De wi ll ing to take an entry-level position because your
first job may be in shipping," IIane I said. "It is kind of a
test to sec how you perfonn in their company, which is

not necessarily a bad thing because it gives you a chance
to move up in the industry."
Step 3: Go to as many industry events as possible.
Getting out and networking with other filmmakers,
cameramen and producers is an excellent way

connections within the industry.

By Jeremy Adragna
Assistant News Editor
Three dates have been se t l'nr mid-April town hull
meetings ut Columbia. These .events huvc ~ccn sc~ up !i1r
student•. li1culty, stan· uml 11c1ghhnrs to vo1cc thclf opmiun• on the issue of constructing a new student center on
cn mpu'l.
In 11 stal cmcnl rcleused hy Culum biu's ndministrntiun,
the college currently plans lo erect the building on lnnd it
owns in the X()O block ul' Suulh Wnhush Avenue, but the
locn llon could chnngc II' oppm11111itles yrcscnt th ~l.n9elvcs, snid Murk Kelly, vice president til student nll111rs
und the chuir or the projects steering committee.
Students, lllcu lty nml South Loop nclghbt!I'S will hnvc II
chnncc 111 l!lvc their Input on how they behove tt student
('enter should be collstr·uctcd, uccordlng to the press

make

event in which the president of the American Society of
Cinematography was the keynote speaker.
Step 4: Get your films out there.
.
.
Submit your films to as many film festtvals as poss1ble,
and to local public television stations like WTTW channel II. The more your films are seen the more someone
in the film industry is likely to recognize your work.
Step 5: l f you decide that you would rather work as a
freelance filmmaker, then raising funds for films is necessary. There are several ways to do this, the most common being hosting a benefit.
"The benefit card has been overworked lately," Hanel
said. "There has to be some intrinsic value to the benefit. Like, for $5 you can see this band, and all you can
drink."
Another way to raise funds is to solicit them from a
company that may be concerned with your film's. topic.
For instance, if your film focuses on healthcare 1ssues,
consider approaching a company that manufacttm:s
healthcare products or an organization that deals with
healthcare issues.
Also, some people with discretionary income are. willing to take risks like contributing to a film because 1t can
bring them prestige or money.
"A lawyer might invest in a film so he can see his name
in the credits, and show his friends what he is doing outside the office," Hartel said. " It lets the contributor think
that they are using their creativeness by being involved in
the fi lm's production."

College community given chance
0
Town hall meetings set to gain
Input on construction of student center

ro

For instance, the local cameramen guild just held an-

to voice opinions

release.
"These meetings nrc n chance for us to hcnr whnt the
community needs nnd wants, nnd how they prioritiz.e
those needs," said Den Gnll. executive vice president.
"The input we will get from the m~ctings will serve tiS a
guide so we cnn hnvc n rough illcn, nn:hitccturolly, of
how the center should he constructed to ~ttcr serve the
needs of the Ct>tnmunity."
Acct>nling tu Gull. he nntl Kelly will he h<!<lllit~ up t~
tuwn hull meetings nntl hosting them pcrslllmlly.
"There is nn "''en' hclmint-t sense that tl> ~st sel'va tutlents there i' n neetl ttl mn!..c 11 ti1dlilv ccntml tll the Ctl111'
pus nn:n," lln ll snit!.
'
The town hall meetings nrc plnmtcd ll>r thl"'.-c 1tllll!rcn
tlnys in tlm:c tlill'cn·nt h•~ntilliW· 'l\1csll~., April It\, 3 t1'
p.m. nt Octt. Thcntcl', 7~ I'. I t 1!'it. \\'cllncslh\Y. i\prll I
II u.m. In I p.m. nt I h•!..ln I htll, (llJ S. Wnbnsh 1\\'C:.,IIt
Thurstlny, t\pril IN, C1 In ~ p.m. 111 the Rcsldcti\.'C Hall
C'nlc, 7.1 1 S. l'lymnuth t'tllrrt.
The t'lllllllid<· hns pl~"I'Hisly "'llll11cll tlmt ~l>ll8trul:tl~
of the stutlcnt ~enter "ill C1>st the schuul $..lS mlllllltl &I
bcl!ln In 2004.
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House
Continued from Front Page
There is also a small family room with a balcony that
opens to the back of the house.
The fourth floor consists of two guest bedrooms and
the Carters' master suite. The top floor was originally the ballroom for the Swedish Club, according to
Mrs. Carter, and has since been dramatically redone.
The first guest bedroom features an Asian motif and
has two prominent s kylights in its s lanted ceiling.
The second guest room has a tropical theme w ith colorful prints on the bedspread and worn wooden furniture .
The Carters' private master bedroom is through two
large French doors and decorated mostly in earth
tones with brown as the dominant color. A small sitting room is off the main room, with only a small
couch fi lling the space.
The house also features a two-car garage on the
ground level, an elevator that reaches all four stories,
and a burglar alarm system.
During the tour, the Carters pointed out that the college wi ll host a series of open houses in May for all
Columbia faculty and staff to view the public area of
the house. A Iso, they wi II host members of the new
Student Government Association after elections,
toward the end of the semester.
The final cost of the renovations has yet to be determined , according to Carter, a nd numbers may not be

Dwayne M. Thomas/ChroniCle

(Above): A view into the commercial kitchen used for
catering special events. (Right): Sitting room on the public level of the president's house.
known until "the books are closed at the end of
August." But Carter noted that no matter what the
investment, the house's sole purpose is to he lp host
donors and raise funds for the school.
"The entire college community can be proud of this
s pace. It w ill represent us effective ly," he said. "We
can all fee l real good about using it as a showcase for
Columb ia."

0
Columbia student society brings
awareness to importance of organ
donation
By Celina Sumner
Staff Writer
Former Columbia student Donald Walker knows the
importance of informing people about organ donationhe once received a kidney.
When he was sti ll an infant, Walker was diagnosed
with a genetic kidney disease. Because he was so young
doctors said he would on ly have about three years to
live.
But Walker beat the odds, and in late 1995, when he
was about 22 years o ld, he received a kidney from

someone who died. He did not know the donor, but
with the help of a few doctors, Walker was able to meet
the donor's parents to express his appreciation.
It is for students like Walker that Columbia's Public
Relations Student Society ofAmerica hosted an "Organ
Donor Awareness Day" on Tuesday, March 26.
The carnival-themed event, which was held in the
lobby of 623 S. Wabash Ave. building, entertained and
educated students and facu lty about the importance of
becoming an organ donor.
The "Organ Carn ival" consisted o f games like " Pin the
Organ on the Celebrity," and its organizers offered
candy, brochures, prizes and heart stress relievers to students who agreed to become donors.
Walker said the main.reason people are not willing to
become donors is because they are afraid they will not
be given proper medical treatment so their organs can
be harvested and passed on to somebody else.
"Most people have a fear that the doctors will let them
croak, " He said.
Walker, who graduated in Spring 200 I, said that
another organ donation concern is that there are not

Jeffrey T. WahVChronide

Rebecca Pazik (left) and Jeanette Arroyo (right) give
information on organ donation, March 26, in the lobby of
623 5. Wabash Ave. building.
enough African-American donors. He said if an
A frican-American person needs an organ, it would be
better if it came from another African-A merican

because it would be a closer genetic match and the
transplant would have a better chance of being successful.
Anne Dienethal is another Columbia graduate who
received an organ in June 2001. Dienethal has had an
autoimmune illness for 14 years, and needed a transp lant when her kidney function decreased.
Unlike Walker, Dienethal knew her donor-it was
her s ister.
Dienethal says that organ donation is not a largely
discussed topic, but it should be because the need for
donors is much greater than the actual number of peo'
ple willing to donate.
"Every 13 minutes someone is added to the organ
transplant waiting list, and every 91 minutes someone
dies waiting," Dienethal said.
Dienethal agreed with Walker about the myths
regarding organ donation. She explained that one
myth is that people just have to sign the back of the ir
driver's licenses in order to become donors. While
that is a good fi rst step, people also need to inform
their loved ones of their wishes to become a donor,
because in the e nd fa mily members make the final
dec is ion.
The PRSSA hoped to increase awareness and stomp
out these myths on "Organ Donor Awareness Day".
For the past five years, Columbia's PRSSA has been
competing in the National Organ Donor Awareness
Competition, and last year was awarded fi rst place out
of 40 schools across the country for its efforts in promoting o rgan donor education.
Columbia's PRSSA president Jeff Tobler said the
competition is judged mainly on the creativity of the
event. Creativ ity is based on a description of the
event and relevant artwork like fly ers and posters that
were distributed to students. The event package is
sent to New Jersey were PRSSA is based.
Last year, members of Columbia's PRSSA packaged
their event information in a box that resembled an
organ transporting cooler.

Fiction department hosts week-long 'Festival of Writers'
0
Irvine Welsh highlights Story
Week with readings and a OJ set
By Tina Spielman
Copy Editor
Literary bigwigs- from Columbia and beyond-represented en masse the week of March 25 to 29 for the
Fiction department's Story Week: Festival of Writers.
This year's highly publicized, week-long event revolved
around the themes of culture, class and conflict.
Headliners for the event included John Edgar Wideman
author of Philadelphia Fire and the two-time winner of
the PEN/Faulkner Award in fi ction, and Scottish-born
Trainspotting author Irvine Welsh. T he list of event
luminaries included the Fiction Writing department's
own Joe Meno (How the Hula Girl Sings) and Don De
Grazia (American Skin).

The turnout for this year's Story Week almost doubled
that of years past. The Fiction Writing department's
Shawn Shiflett said the event was a stunning success,
making Story Week "one of the premiere literary events
of the city." Shiflett read from his recently completed
novel, Hidden Place, at the full-time faculty reading.
Kicking off the week's events was the part-time faculty and alumni reading where featured writers read works
rang ing from nonfiction essays, novels-in-progress and
short stories. The writers offered a range of diversity and
voices--one of the aspects of Story Week that made it so
successful.
In addition to the literary readings, panels were held on
the subjects s uch as " Is There a Working Class Fiction?,"
and "Writing After Sept. II." Participating in these discussions was author of Troublemakers, John McNally
and Oprah booklist recipients A. Manette Ansay and
Edwidge Danticat. The events provoked questions from
the packed auditoriums and engaged audiences, leaving
some attendees still pondering the topics days after.

The climax of Story Week took place Thursday, where
more than 800 people packed into the Metro to hear
McNally, Meno and Welsh (who also DJed) read from
recent works. The reading started out with Welsh reciting his "Choose Life" soliloquy from Trainspolling. The
writers captivated the would-be restless audience with
humor, brutality and performance.
" I have never seen that many people who weren't fiction writers be quiet and listening," said Pilar Hudson,
fiction writing major, about the trance-like state he ld by
the Metro attendees.
Story Week wrapped up Friday, March 29 with a
Fiction Writing Student Board reading and "Readings in
the Raw," a graduate student reading.
The event has collected momentum over the years and
keeps on getting "bigger and better," said Sheryl
Johnston who managed publicity fo r the event. The
finalization of this year's Story Week leaves the department with the difficult task of trying to match this year's
success in years to come.

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT
WWW.COLUMBIACHRONICLE.COM
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At Columbia College, you're surrounded by extraordinary students with
great ideas. The Columbia College
Chicago Talent Exchange offers a new
way to connect with interesting opportunities for collaboration . This one-day
"trade fai r" will allow you to dip into the
talent pool, toss yourself in, or both. It's
up to you!

0

Thursday, April 18, 2002
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
WHERE: Conaway Center, 1st
Floor, 11 04 S. Wabash Ave.
TO REGISTER: Forms are available
in your academic departments and in
the Career Center for Arts & Media,
Suite 300, 600 S. Wabash Ave.
ON-LINE: You may also register at the
Career Center homepage:
http://www.colum .edu.student-life/careerplanning
co lumbiawoRKS.

Columbia

COLLEGE

CHICAGO

THE NATION'S PREMIER VISUAL, PERFORMANCE AND MEDIA ARTS COLLEGE presents

HIGH SCHOOL
SUMMER INSTITUTE
July 8 - August 9, 2002
• OVer 50 classes in the visual, performing, and
communication arts
• Learn from working professionals
• Sample college life
• Earn college credit
• Scholarships and Housing available
•Call (312)344-7130 for Information

A unique college experience for high school sophomores, juniors, snd seniors

.. "'l1i''.
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Department hosts Spring Poetry Series
0
English department poet ry
committee chooses speakers for series
By Bridget O'Shea

Staff Writer
During the next several weeks, Columbia will begin its
Spring Poetry Series. The Spring season will consist of six
different readings around campus.
Maureen Seaton, artist-in-residence at the English department, said Columbia tries to get reader.; with national
standing to come and read.
"All kinds of famous people have been through," she
said.
On April II, in the Concert Hall, the Spring Poetry Series
will have a city-wide undergraduate reading intended for
all colleges in Chicago.
Seaton said the readings usually have a good turnout. She
said a few year.; ago, Lawrence Ferlinghetti came to read
and they televised him because there were so many interested people. Seaton explained that, at other times, the
auditoriums are only half-full.
The poets for the series are chosen by a committee in the
English department. Seaton said the committee tries to
choose people who they think Columbia and the community would be interested in.
"We try to choose someone who has wide recognition,"
said Tony Trigilio, a teacher in the English department.
"We try to choose someone that would be good with our
students."
Seaton explained that, with the newly added major in
poetry, the English department receives funds to have a
guest come and teach a class every semester. This semester, David Trinidad, a poet who teaches at New School
Uruver.;ity in New York, came to Columbia and taught
intermediate and advanced poetry workshops. Trinidad, in
addition to reading on April 18, will also be lecturing on
Tuesday, April 23 in Hok.in Hall.
Columbia now offer.; the only undergraduate poetry
major in the country, which is another reason why the
department believes the readings are important to the surrounding community.
"The readings are supposed to boil over into the community," Seaton said. "And it's free, so anyone can go."
She said the spring readings are not just for Columbia; they
are for anyone who is interested.
Seaton and Jim Elledge will be a reading in the series on
Wednesday, April 24, at the Conaway Center. This event
will be sponsored by the English department and
~o\~bia's

IzatiOn.

Gay Lesbian Bisexual and Transgender organ-

Car1ey/Chrooicle

Alan Michael Parker opened this year's poetry series
with a reading of his work at Columbia's Concert Hall on
March 21.
On Thursday, May 2, New York poet Kimiko Hahn will
read in Hokin Hall. (Hahn] is the winner of an American
Book Award and a Lila Wallace Reader.; Digest Award. "!
teach her (Hahn) in all my poetry workshops," Seaton said.
The Columbia Poetry Review reading will be on Tuesday,
May 28, in Hokin Hall. The Columbia Poetry Review is a
poetry journal edited by students .in the English department. The Review comes out once a year and publishes student work.
The last event of the Spring Poetry Series will be the
Mrujorie Welish poetry reading on Thursday, May 30, at
the Conaway Center. Welish has had collections of her
poetry published, as well as essays on painting and literature.
This is only the third year that the poetry major is being
offered, and Seaton says it's growing fast. "Now that we

Former Columbia design student
creates logo for Twin Towers Fund
0
Jared Weinstein draws from
personal experiences on Sept. 1.1.
By Rudolph J. Sanchez
Staff Writer
The attacks of Sept. II gave Americans the task
of reflecting on what this country means to
them. Jared Weinstein, a Columbia graduate
was also given that task when he was asked t~
design the logo for the Twin Towers Fund, a
fund created to assist families in the wake of the
attacks.
Weinstein graduated from Columbia in 1996
with a degree in graphic design. He moved to New
York after working in Chicago for a few months.
Weinstein began to free lance for Merkley
Newman lll!d ~arty, a Manhattan advertising
agency. We1nstem worked for a separate satellite
of the company called Design Group. After roughly two year.; of freelance work he was given a fulltime position. Like millions of other Americans
he was on his way to work when tragedy struck. '
The morning of the attacks, Weinstein came up
from the subway and saw the same towers he sees
every morning engulfed in flames. "We weren't as
close as others but I didn 't watch it on TV"
Weinstein said.
'
Merkely Newman and Harty is located below
14 Street so it closed immediately following the
attacks. It remained closed for the week. During
that time Weinstein volunteered in the relief effort.
He assisted the efforts at Chelsea Pier 59. At that
location supplies and donations were sorted out,
coordinated then delivered by ambulance to
Ground Zero, " We worked 12 to 14 hour shi fts for
the rest of the week," Weinstein said.
The following week, Weinstein received the job

of designing the logo for the Twin Towers Fund.
The Twin Tower Fund was established by Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani to help the families affected by
the attacks. The mayor's office then gave the job
of designing the logo to Merkely Newman and
Harty.
go~ it early in the week and I had one day to
fimsh It- that came out to about five or six
hour.;," Weinstein said.
Weinstein knew immediately how he wanted the
design to look.
"It was obvious, I had to put the Twin Tower.; in
it," Weinstein said. "It also had to have a patriotic angle."
The design is simple and contains two very basic
elements, the American flag and the World Trade
Center Tower.;. The design is the American flag
hung vertically with a separation in the center to
form two separate tower.;. The design is displayed
on the Twin Tower.; Fund Web site located at
www.twintowersfund.org. The logo was also displayed last year on the "NBC Nightly News with
Tom Brokaw."
Weinstein was ready to present the design to the
mayor's office but work was halted once again. It
was during this week that the anthrax scare broke
out and everything was put on hold for a week.
The following week, the design was presented to
the mayor's office. Weinstein presented about a
dozen different designs but he knew which one
was going to be used.
"There were about three variations of the same
design. We only did this in case [Giuliani) wasn't
happy with it," Weinstein said. "The final des ign
was the fir.;t one I did."
Weinstein left Merkley Newman and Harty in
December and took a couple of months to regroup
and pur.;ue other projects. Weinstein has since
become free lance director for Ogilvy Advertising.
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have a poetry major, students are very interested," Seaton
said. She said it gives legitimacy to writing poetry, and that
encourages students. However, many students are wary of
taking a poetry major.
"I think because it's difficult to imagine taking poetry
into the workforce," Seaton said. However, she explains
that there are positions in various fields that hire poetry
major.;. "It's a matter of being creative when you're out
there," Seaton said.
Trigilio said the poetry readings give students an idea of
poetry outside the classroom. He said the per.;onal interaction with poets helps students because they see how poetry can be used in the outside world. "It's crucial not only to
the students, but to the growth of the major," said Trigilio.
Seaton said she schedules her classes around the readings
so she can take her students to see them. She said she does
this because students are busy and it's sometimes difficult
for them to get to the readings. She said she believes the
readings help students with their poetry. "Being a poet
myself, it's very inspiring to go to the readings," Seaton
said.
Trigilio said that along with the readings helping the poetry major and its students, the major in tum helps the readings. Trigilio said, "The major has definitely added
momentum to an already successful poetry series."
The English department sponsor.; a series of poetry readings every spring and fall. All readings in this series are
free and open to the public. For exact times and locations
of events of the Spring's series, please contact the English
department.
The spring season is as follows:
• Third Annual City-Wide Undergraduate Poetry
Reading
Thursday, April II at 5:30 p.m. Concert Hall, 1014 S.
Michigan Ave.
• David Trinidad-two Events
Thursday, April 18, 5:30p.m. in Hok.in Hall
• Lecture - "Holding Our Own: The Selected Poems of
Ann Stafford"
Tuesday, April 23, 5:30 p.ln. Hokin Hall 623 S. Wabash
Ave.
• Maureen Seaton and Jim Elledge
Wednesday, April 24, 5:00p.m. Conaway Center, 1104 S.
Wabash Ave.
• Kimiko Hahn Poetry Reading
Thursday, May 2, 5:30 p.m. Hok.in Hall, 623 S. Wabash
Ave.
• Columbia Poetry Review Publication Reading
Tuesday, May 28 at 5:30 p.m. Hok.in Hall, 623 S. Wabash
Ave.
• Marjorie Welish Poetry Reading Thursday, May 30, 5:30
p.m.

Church fire
ConUnued from Front Page
McLaughlin said he learned of the church fire at 2: 15 a.m.
Monday, March 18, when the Wheaton police called him. He
Said he immediately went to the scene to see it himself. "I couldn't believe it was happening," he said.
The fire happened days before Catholic Holy Week, and the St
Michael community has since been using neighboring parish
facilities-including St. Daniel the Prophet Church which is a
parish off-shoot fonned several year.; ago from St Michael, said
McLaughlin.
McLaughlin said he tried to meet with Palinsk.i's parents on
Saturday, March 23, when he went to their home and rang the
doorbel~ no one answered.
Adam Palinski's mother Susan Palinski spoke exclusively with
the Chronicle about her son. "Adam's strength is his people
skills," she said. "He's very charismatic and people like him."
Palinsk.i's mother said he was active in his high school's multicultural club, WITT, which stands for "We're In This Together."
She said, "Adam was a vety strong advocate of celebrating diversity. He loved diversity in people."
•
"He's a loving, generous per.;on," she said. "He has a strong
belief in God, very strong. (He] reads the Bible."
'This semester was provmg to be the best semester ever. He
was really discovering a love for acting this semester," she said
Palinsk.i was enrolled in an acting course at Columbia
Palinsk.i had just perfonned in the freshman play, ''This is the
Rill Speaking," according to his mother.
· "He just loved it," she snid. "The teacher he just thought was
fabulous. It was really giving him a lot of confidence to be feeling good about acting."
According to his mother, fall of2001 was Palinski's fir.;t semester at Columbia. She said he applied to Uruver.;ity of Southern
California, Florida State UruveiSity and the Uruver.;ity of Illinois
at Champaign-Urbana.
"Adam was a very good student He had a good GPA and SAT
score," she said According to Mrs. Palinski, he got into U. of I.
and did not get into the film programs at UruveiSity of Southern
California and Florida State University, but he went to FSU for
general studies. After one year, Palinsk.i returned home and
attended College of DuPage, and then transferred to Columbia.
"We have to be very careful not to rush to judgment. It's very
easy to fit things into a neat little package. We also have to realize this is a big election year," said Mrs. Palinski.
Palinsk.i's parents, Susan and Paul, are able to visit him in jail
and he is able to call home once a day.
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Spend-the summer
changing a chlld"s
perspective or the
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Bring your talent and experience to Camp Chi this summer.
Teach kids ages 9 to 16 the creative and technical aspects
of radio and video production. Chi's professional studios are
set in a fun, camp environment that inspires creative work.

Now h iring:

Radio Specialist: Direct Camp Chi's
private FM radio station WCHI 98.7.
Produce campers' live broadcasts,
coordinate remote reporting, manage
programming, train on-air talent,
supervise script writing and more.

YHieo Spedahst: Produce and edit
camper videos. Train campers in
camera operation, editing, sound,
storyboarding, lighting, production
and special effects.
To apply on-line, visit us at www.campchi.~om
or coll847.272.2301 to request on application.

~

C4IIU'

Camp Chi is the co-ed overnight camp of the JCCs of Chicago CHI .
located in the Wisconsin Dells. Camp runs from Mid-June-Mid-August.
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Confused? Not sure what to choose?
A young marketing Management Team is currently
seeking determined, self-st arters who are looking
for Career Advancement Opportunit ies. If your
major is business or marketing, please call
recruiters: Cheryl (312) 925-4591; Jean (773)

771-2993; Leslie (773) 489-4647; or Vanea
(773) 261-3402, for seminar information .
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Make an appointment with your
advisor today!

Universities turn to hiring non-tenured teachers
By John Austin
Kinght Ridder Newspapers
ARLINGTON, Texas-Tenured professors have traditionally been considered higher education's strongest assets
in building reputations for research and
teaching, not to mention drawing choice
students.
But the odds that universities will hire
tenured professors to bring their academic firepower to area campuses are
becoming slimmer than they once were,
at least in some disciplines.
"The most qualified people don't want
to be tenured," University of Texas at
Arlington Vice President of Academic
Affairs Dana Dunn said of the university 's nursing program. "They don't desire
tenure-track positions."
Tenure is a permanent position typically granted after a specified number of
years in the classroom. It guarantees
academic freedom, and once secured, is
only canceled in rare cases.
Driven by climbing enrollments in
some departments and private-sector
competition in others, the latest wrinkle
is the appearance of new full-time, nontenure-track jobs.
" Recent estimates suggest that 45 percent of all new hires in academe are on
the non-tenure track, including 65 percent at research universities," according
to a July 200 I article in The Chronicle of

Higher Educati~n.

"Full-time, non-tenure-track appointments are here to stay."
The American Association of
University Professors is studying the
issue but has not taken an official position.
"It's a cutting-edge issue in higher
education," association spokeswoman
Ruth Flower said.
Flower prefers full-time, non-tenured
facu lty in the classroom to part-timers or
adjuncts, many of whom stitch together
a living by teaching at more than one
campus in the same semester.
Administrators generally support
tenure, though tenured teachers typically command higher salaries. Tenure also
means committing to the salaries for
decades, even if enrollment or revenues
decline.
Still, the trend is clear.
University of Texas-Arlington's nursing school recently implemented a new
policy in which non-tenure-track faculty
members can be promoted through the
ranks to full professor.
Hiring non-tenure-track facu lty can be
a money-saver. Newly hired tenuretrack assistant nursing professors make
$45,000. Non-tenure assistant nursing
professors are paid between $40,000 and
$45,000, UT-Arlington nursing Dean
Elizabeth Poster.sl\id.
The school has 12 tenured and five
tenure-track faculty, while fu ll-time
non-tenured faculty members number
38, she said. v
Witb a doctorate in nursing, UT-

Credit debt among college
students at record high
enticed him, like many othercollege students, into signing
The Daily Aztec
up for the cards.
Varela says most of his paySAN
DIEGO- Manuel check usually goes to making
Medrano, a political sc ience payments on the five credit
senior, will graduate thi s cards.
A newly implemented law
May. His biggest challenge
after graduating may be pay- aims to reduce credit card
debt
among
students.
ing off his debts.
The average college student Assembly Bill 521, known as
Student
Financial
will leave school $12,000 in the
debt-$2,500 will come from Protection and Responsibility
Act,
was
enacted
this
year. It
credit cards- according to
collegecreditcounse ling.com, prohibits the distribution of
a non-profit organization to free gifts to students who
help students with all types of apply for a credit card and
requires debt education in
debts.
The site states the average college and university orientation
programs.
undergraduate student holds
It also forces credit card
three credit cards-13 percent have a debt between vendors to register with col$3,000 and $7,000 and 9 per- lege and university adminiscent have a debt higher than trations and limits the number
of tabling sites, but does not
$7,000.
About 65 percent of the completely ban their presnation's nine million college ence.
Judith Gumbiner, director
students have at least one
credit card, and debt among of Career Services, said
college students is at a record employers typically don't
check credit card history
high.
Information and decision when hiring, but the possibilsystems senior Jesse Varela ity does exist if a student is
sai d he owns five credit going into a certain job marcards. At one time, he was ket, such as banking or stockbroking.
$15,000 in debt .
Gumbiner added that most
Most of his spending, he
said, was on misce llaneous employers will be more interthings, such as clothes, COs ested in the type of technical,
communication, writing and
and tickets to events.
College students, especially leadership skills graduate stufreshmen, are an easy target dents possess.
The amount of student Joan
for credit card companies, he
debt among students is also
said.
"You really don't look at skyrocketing . According to a
the consequences because new study published by the
you never really had a credit California Public Interest
card," Varela said. "You have Research Group and three
no idea what the interest rate other student organizations,
student debt incurred through
is."
Varela says he obtained all federal loans in the United
his credit cards on campus. States has nearly doubled in
Incentives such as free gifts the past I 0 years.

By Edgar Pagaza

Arlington clinical assistant professor
Mary Jo Perley could have pursued
tenure.
"Those of us who practice don't have
the time to engage in publication and
research," the registered nurse said.
"The other thing is, it gives us a lot of
independence."
That independence makes it possible
for non-tenure faculty to teach three
days a week at the university and supplement their salaries by as much as 50
percent outside the university, Perley
said.
Though she's full-time, Perley and her
non-tenured colleagues aren't eligible
for some benefits, such as faculty development leaves of absence. But she can
take summers off to garden instead of
researching or teaching if she likes.
"It's hard to recruit to the profession,"
Perley said. "That's one of the ways we
get people to come to teach."
Nursing isn't the only area that's driving the trend. To meet demand at Texas
Christian University's M.J. Neely
School of Business, administrators are
for the first time planning to hire four
full-time non-tenure faculty members.
They will focus solely on teaching
instead of spending part of their time on
research, Senior Associate Dean
William Moncrief said.
A typical new tenure-track assistant
professor teaches two classes and
devotes the rest of the workweek to
research, Moncrief said. His full-time
non-tenure facu lty members will have

four classes per semester and no
research responsibility.
The concept is so new to the department that Moncrief isn't sure what title
the new hires wi II have, but he knows
one thing: He needs to fill the slots.
TCU's business school had about 860
students in 1996. Enrollment is now
1,865, Moncrief said. And that's just the
undergraduate population.
Moncrief plans to recruit teachers with
doctorates, albeit not necessarily from
the most elite, research-oriented docto ral programs, and pay roughly 75 percent
of what a new tenure-track hire would
receive . They'll also receive benefits.
Some schools, however, aren't following the trend. Texas Wesleyan
University Interim Pro vost Allen
Henderson said his deans typically hire
non-tenure-track faculty only when
they've fai led to fill a tenured slot.
After three years, Wesleyan either
advertises again for a tenure-track professor and invites the person who has
filled the position to apply, or eliminates
the slot, Henderson said.
He said the prospect of packing classrooms with full-t ime faculty members
who aren't expected to create new
knowledge through research or enjoy
the protection afforded by tenure raises
questions.
" We want our faculty to feel free to
explore diverse viewpoints," Henderson
said. " lfyou'rejust an at-will employee,
how would we ever teach about ideas
that are different?"

·u. of Wisconsin~Madison committee
..
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.:h~ars testimony"on budget*"proposal

still has a hiring freeze in effect for all nonessential open positions.
Mark Crave, a Waterloo dairy farmer who grad,.
uated from UW-Madison, said he makes tough
_ .:>~
~r;{-<
w> t:
;,.
choices in running his business, just as legislators
MADI~ON, Wis.-Budget cuts approved by the do. But he cautioned senators against making too
Assembly would mean fewer graduates, profes- deep of cuts to the UW System.
sors and research dollars for the University of
"What we're very careful not to do is make
Wisconsin-Madison, Chancellor John Wiley told a short-term decisions that down the road will hurt
Senate committee Tuesday.
us',". Crave said. " What I would hope you would
Wiley.said if the Assembly cuts become law, his do is not pull the rug out from under the future
campus would have to leave about 100 faculty economy of the state 6f Wisconsin."
positions open, resulting in fewer c~urses for stuRep. Steve Nass, R-Whitewater, said the system
dents and making it harder for them to receive a should expect to shoulder some of the burden to
degree within four years.
ftx the state's finances just like everyone else.
"That flies in the face of everything we've been
The Assembly approved $136.2 million in
trying to do the last 10 years,H Wiley said.
across-the-board cuts to the budgets of most state
Senate Democrats had their fifth and final bud~· agencies, according to the Legislative Fiscal
et hearing Tuesday at OW-Madison as they begtn Bureau. McCallum had proposed $106.9 million
work on a revised budget proposal.
in such reductions.
Gov. Scott McCallum submitted his plan to tlie
Nass, who leads the Assembly's education comLegislatW'C in January to fix the state's $).1 bil- mittee, said the system is receiving a smaller cut
lion budget shortfall that included phasing out the percentage-wise than other state agencies. He said
aid local govenunents receive to pay for services Republicans have been disappointed that system
like trash collection. He al&a proposed about $50 officials have been unwilling to accept any cuts to
million in budget cuts for the University of fix the state's budget problems.
Wisconsin System.
'
Speakers at Tuesday's hearing testified on a
State revenues have dropped dramatically because variety of topics.
of the economic recession exacerbated by the
Larry Legro, who works for the state
Sept. 11 attacks.
Department of Transportation, criticized legisla1jle Republican-controlled Assembly l!J)proved tors and the governor for hiding ongoing budget
about $100 million in cuts to the system in its problems with "creative accounting" that will
budget proposal earlier this month.
only hurt the state in the future.
Wiley said the additional cuts approved by the
The revised budget proposals proposed by
Assembly would be "devastating."
McCallum and Assembly Republicans would use
Once the Senate approves its budget plan, a almost all of the money the state is expected to
committee of lawmakers from the two chambers receive from the sale of its tobacco payments to
will work out a compromise that must be passed balance the books.
by the full Legislature and signed by McCallum to
Wisconsin was expected to receive about $5.9
become law.
billion over 25 years as part of the settlement
The UW System Board of Regents voted Friday states reached with tobacco companies. The sale is
to lift a temporary freeze on admissions after expected to net the state about $1.3 billion.
receiving assurances from Senate Democrats that
"I sure would not want to be the governor of this
they would not approve a revised budget proposal state 10 years from now," Legro said.
that includes deep cuts to the system. The system

By JetJny Price
Associated Press

According to the report, 64
percent of students graduated
in 1999-2000 with debt-the
average nearly doubling over
the past eight years to $16,928,

up from $9,188 in 1992-93.
The study reports that both
black and Latino students are
more likely than other ethnic
groups to incur loan debt-84

percent of black students graduated with debt, and debt burden after graduation for Latino
students exceeded 8 percent of
their monthly incomes.
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Attention All Journalism
Students, Photojournalists
& Editorial Cartoonists!
Applications for the 2002-2003
John Fischetti Scholarship are
now available in the Journalism
Department, Suite 1300,
624 S. Michigan Ave. ,
All full-time Columbia College students,
including graduate students and incoming
transfer students, who specialize in print or
broadcast journalism, photojournalism, editorial art or political cartooning, are eligible to
apply. Awards are based on academic merit,
financial need and service in the student's
speciality (i.e., internships, work on student
publications or productions). Twenty-one
scholarships, up to $2,000 each, were awarded for 2001-2002.

THE APPLICATION DEADLINE IS
APRIL 19, 2002

Do you drool
over HTML?
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We're looking for a talented and creative individual with a
desire to work as an assistant webmaster at the award-winning
Columbia Chronicle. This student will assist the webmaster in
designing the Columbia Chronicle Online and must know
HTML, Dreamweaver, Flash, Fireworks, Photoshop and be
able to upload content to the Internet via FTP. Excellent
organizational and communication skills required. Call Chris
Richert for more information at 312-344-7432 or email him at
crichert@colum.edu. Stop by the Columbia Chronicle office for
suite 205.
an
. Wabash buildi

Central
Camera Co.
--------------------------Photographic Headquarters
Since 1 899 - Our 1 03rd Year
We Offer
PILISAn
Additional:

·

50/

LOW

PRICES

EVERYDAY

/0

OFF

For
Students

& Faculty

On Mo.st FILM; AUDIO, DV, or VIDEO
TAPE; PAPER; CHEMISTRY;&. OTHER
SUPPl-Y PURCHASES.

Home of the

Famous Hackneyburger since 1939.
Open 7 dJ!y• a w eek for lunch & donner; breakfut on w eekends.

Bring this coupon in for

10% off.
Ml-"'h f thtw f hutvtq unft Nut .,.-"d wkh t~ty oth.,. ~,

0..• """""'.., t>1J1o Olltr ••""" 4•)0,01

733 S. Dearborn (at Polk). (3 12) <461 · 1I 16

We're looking for talented and creative students with a
desire to work as a copy editors at the award-winning
Columbia Chronicle. Newspaper experience is a great
way to build your portfolio while having a great time.
Call Chris Richert for more information at 312-344-7432 or
email him at crichert@colum.edu. Stop by the
Columbia Chronicle office for an application.
Wabash building, suite 205.
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Th~~lnstitute for Science Education

and Science Communication
Pr.esents a Symposium on:

" How Advances In Science and Art Enhance Your Life"
.Thursday, April 25, 2002
1:00 to 2:00pm
Hokin Hall, 623 S. Wabash Avenue
"Conversations with Claudia D~ifos. New York Time3 Science Writer"

Claudia Dreifos
Well known for her incisive interviews with international political figures, cultural, and science icons, Claudia Dreifus is considered to be
the leading interviewer in American journalism. More than three.hundred of her interviews have appeared in diverse publications such as
The New York Times Magazine, Playboy, Ms., The Progressive,
Modem Maturity, TV Guide and The Nation. Since 1997, her interviews with some of the greatest minds across a broad range of scientific disciplines have appeared in the Science Times section of The
New York Times. Her work has been collected in two books,
lnterview and Scientific Conversations. Claudia Dreifus is a Senior
Fellow at the World Policy Institute of the New School for Social ,.
Research in New York City.
·
> "'
,,,· ">;;(>
: Friday, Aprll 261 2002
· 2:00 to 3:00pm

. ., -~ . . ·•
Room 203/ 623 •

Michael SchmidV Chronicle

/
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Pepsi vending machines were delivered to Columbia's campus over spring break on April 2.
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· Dr. Toddiler, first recipient of a Ph.D. in ViuaJi..ition·fr~m tnel;.
MassachUsetts lilstitute ofTechnology (M.I.T.), is a visu:il artist, ' -~.

,

•f

writer, inventor, educatOr, consultant and dinictor o(Psi-Phi .
:
Communications: a company that specializes in'consulting .and de_vel- ·•
oping processes for fostering creativity and inilovation in business
and education. Dr. Siler has published many . ·
and books
jncluding'fhink Like A Genius (l997)'and
the '
·
,
. Mind Barrier (1992). Dr. Siler's cartoon, ''Trui .
appears weekly j
: in the Rocky'Mounta.il;t News. Dr. ,Siler has lectured throughoudhe. ,;
world' on topic$ such as tile historical interaction Of the arts with. sc_k! ·
ence and .technology. His artWork is eXhibited in major museums and
galleries arotind the world.
•
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·
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;·Monday,'A~'rtl 29, 2002

"'
2:00 to 3:00pm .
'
,..
.. ·· '
"'
Colwnbia College Concert Hall, I 014 S. Michl~ ;\venue

"Women's Health: Advances in Breast. Cancer ReSearch and "
•
' 7reatment .. Dr.·V. Craig Jordan

Can~r

· Dr. Jordan is the Diana, Princess of Wales Professor .of
J.'·L
Research and Director of the Lynn Sage Breast Cancer Research
;Program at Northwestern University. He is internationally recognized
for his pioneering research and for the Q,evelopment of the first breast
cancer preventive agent, and has received numerous national and
international awards. In 1997, Dr. Jordan was named the Laureate of
the 6th Cino del Duca Award for Oncology in Paris and in, 2000 he
was selected as one of the hundred cancer researchers froin through·
out the world to sign the "Charter of Paris" to cure cancer.
Tuesday, April 30, 2002
2:00 to 2:30 pm
Room 506, 623 S. Wabash Avenue
Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony
Formal opening of the Science lnstitute.'s new Canc.er R~earch Lab,
made possible by a grant from the National Science Foundation.
2:30 to 3:00pm
Columbia College Concert Hall, 1014 S. Michigan Avenue:
Reception
3:00 to 4 :00pm
Columbia College Concert Hall, 1014 S. MichiganAvenue

Dr. Grayhack is Professor of Urology and former chairman of the
Department of Urology at the Feinberg School of Medicine of
,
Northwestern University. He is also a clinician at the Northwestern
Medical Faculty Foundation. Dr. Grayhack has authored numerous
papers and textbook chapters that provide under51!mding of the normal and abnonnai growth of the human pros~ as well as the natural
history, clinical assessment, and. cliniciil management of both benign
and cancer growth of this organ. He has served as editor of The
Journal of Urolo&?', The Yearbook of Urology, and the rnaj(,)r textbook
Adult and Pediatnc Urology. He is a recipient of various awards and
· recognition in- urology.
'~

"The Delight and Responsibility ofScience" Dr. Roald Hoffinann

Dr. Roald Hoffmann is the John A. Newman Professor of Physical
Science at Cornell University. A native of Poland, Hoffmann survived the Nazi occupation when he and his mother were sm\lggled
out by his father and hidden in the attic of a schoolhouse for the
remainder of the war. In 1949, he arrived in the U.S. after several
years of post-war wandering in Europe, and embarked upon his education in the arts and sciences. In addition to receiving the 1981
Nobel Prize in Chemistry, he received many national and international
awards. In 1990 Hoffinann hosted "The World of Chemistry," a
twenty-six-segment PBS television documentary. Dr. Hoffmann has
published poetry bpoks, a book on art and science, a book on science
and religion, and recently wrote and produced the play "Oxygen,"
which opened in London, Gennany, and many places in the U.S.
.
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After struggles with Coke suppliers,
college makes the switch to other
\
leading cola company
By Jllllan Helmer
Managing Editor
Those who think young may return from spring
break happy to find Pepsi machines in all of
Columbia's buildings, and as for Coke drinkers,
life may no longer taste so good.
Columbia, which formerly sold only Coca-Cola
Company products, recently made the switch to
the Pepsi-Cola Company. New vending machines
bearing the Peps i name were installed around
campus over the break.
Larry Bernier, president of Vending Consultants
Inc., the company that manages the Underground
Cafe, the Hokin Cafe, and all vending machines on
campus, decided to make the switch several weeks
before break after dealing for several months with
poor service !Tom the Coca-Coia Company.
"Over the last year, service has kind of deteriorated, but the last month and a half have been totally unacceptable. We would place orders and never
get them. We'd have to re-place an order, and only
half the order would come in," Bernier said. He
added that Columbia lost revenue due to the missing Coke deliveries, because the college receives a
percentage of the vending machine sales.
Bernier said Coca-Cola's deterioration in service
began several months ago, around the same time
when the local Coca-Cola bottling franch ise was
bought out by another franchise that owns bottlers
all over the country.
Bernier made several attempts to reconcile the

problems the college was having with Coca-Cola
Company, according to Bert Gall, executive vice
president of Columbia.
"Larry Bernier had repeated meetings with Coke,
and they are unable to service the account," Gall
said.
"I called for a representative to come out and see
what we could do about the situation but, no
response. Nobody would come," Bernier said.
With little effort on Coca-Cola's part to improve
serv ice, Bernier called Pepsi. "They told me that
Coke has lost a lot of business over the past two to
three months and most of the complaints have
been service oriented," Bernier said.
"I made the decision that we had to do something
drastic, because we weren't getting any response
from [Coke]," Bernier said.
For the time being, the agreement with Pepsi
limits signage only to the Pepsi vending machines,
Bernier said.
"We hope that Pepsi will be abie to do as they've
promised," Gall said.
Bernier said that so far, many students have
expressed their excitement that the school finally
sells Pepsi products, but he said he knows there
will be some who are disappointed.
"I know that there's Diet Coke drinkers who wi ll
not drink Diet Pepsi," Bernier said.
The new products that will be available to
Columbia students on campus will be Pepsi , Diet
Pepsi, Mountain Dew, Mountain Dew Code Red,
Sierra Mist, Sunny Delight and Brisk Iced Tea.
And for those students who are heartbroken at
Coke's defeat at\ Columbia, cheer up. Coca-Cola
and other products may sti ll be avail able-depending upon demand-i n the generic vending
machines, usually located in the immediate vicinity of the brand-name vending

Federal law could worsen Illinois teacher shortage

"Men); Health: Advances in Prostate Cancer Research and
Treatment" Dr. John T. Grayhack ·

T bu.rsday, May 2, 2002
ll:OO,am to 12:00 noon
Ferguson Theater, 600 S. Michigan Avenue

Pepsi makes debut at Columbia

AP Wire Service
CHICAGo-A provision in the new federal
education law could make a teacher shortage
across Ill inois worse, as school officials rush to fill
classrooms with properly certified candidates.
Beginning next year, any teacher hired with federal money must pass all state teacher tests and get
a permanent license before working in the classroom. By 2005, every teacher working in an
Illinois public school must have permanent certification, whether or not they are paid with federal
money.
The certification requirements could hit hard in
Chicago, which hires thousands of new teachers
every year, many of whom are paid with federal
money. One-fourth of the 3, 100 educators hired in
Chicago last year did not have full credentials.
But Chicago Schoois Chief Arne Duncan said he
supports the tougher standards. He thinks
Chicago's school system can meet them by attracting candidates earlier.

" I'm not saying it will be easy, but I bel ieve we
are moving along the right path so we can hire
only the most high ly qualified teachers," Duncan
told the Chicago Tribune. "It's the right thing to do
for our schools and our students."
Illinois law requires that public school teachers
graduate from an accredited college of education,
pass a test of basic reading and math skills and
pass a test in the subject they will teach before getting a license.
But state lawmakers have created shortcuts into
the classroom as the teacher shortage has grown
worse over the last decade. Some teachers can
bypass the state assessments and, in some cases,
indefinitely forgo formal teacher training.
State officials say more than 3,500 of the state's
132,000 teachers have waivers or temporary
licenses.
Curtis Hines, superintendent of North Chicago
District 187, plans to start an early recruitment
drive Tuesday at a job fair at Northeastern Illinois
University.
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Do you drool
over HTML?
We're looking for a talented and creative individual with a
desire to work as an assistant webmaster at the award-winning
Columbia Chronicle. This student will assist the webmaster in
designing the Columbia Chronicle Online and must know
HTML, Dreamweaver, Flash, Fireworks, Photoshop and be
able to upload content to the Internet via FTP. Excellent
organizational and communication skills required . Call Chris
Richert for more information at 312-344-7432 or email him at
crichert@colum.edu. Stop by the Columbia Chronicle office for
an application. Wabash building, suite 205.

We're looking for talented and creative students with a
desire to work as a copy editors at the award-winning
Columbia Chronicle. Newspaper experience is a great
way to build your portfolio while having a great time.
Call Chris Richert for more information at 312-344-7432 or
email him at crichert@colum.edu. Stop by the
Columbia Chronicle office for an application.
Wabash building, suite 205.
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Interested in Event Planning?
Help Improve the Quality of Student Life!

Join

Columbia's Student Programing Board
PICK UP YOUR APPLICATION TODAY!
Contact: Dana Ingrassia or Sheila Carter
Office of Student Activities and Leadership
623 S. Wabash~ Suite 313
(312) 344- 7459
dingrassia@colum.edu or scarter@colum.edu
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Columbia Chmnlcle Editorials

Air security still not tough enough
Since the attacks of Sept. II , wary travelers have once again taken to the skies.
Many who felt nervous or too unsteady
to board a plane have s ince abandoned
their apprehension . The numbers are
progressively returning to normal for air
travel, as are the prices of tickets.
Therefore, security is tighter at airports
and lines are longer. The National Guard
is on hand to patrol and all is well and
good once again in the realm of air travel.
Guess again. A new report just released
at the end of last month by the
Transportation department gave the
nation's current airport security screening sy stem an F. Acco rding to the report,
the go vernment sent se veral people
through security chec kpoints at 32 airports across the United States. These
people had kni ves, guns and s imulated
explos ives in their posse ss ion. T he
report outlin es that kni ves were not
caught by screeners 70 percent of the
time. Meanwhile, g uns mad e it past
security 30 percent o f the time and 60
percent of the s imulated explosi ves w ere
missed as well.
The report is a I ittle unsettling to say
the least. Now, in all fairness, the tests
were primarily conducted while security
checkpoints were under supervision of
the airline industry, which mostly used
contracted security personnel. On Feb.
17, the newly formed Transportation
Security Administration took over full
responsibility of airport security. The
agency is hiring 30,000 federal employees who will screen passengers in our
nation 's airports. The new federal workers will be completely implemented by
November of thi s year, finally replacing
the poorly paid and trained contracted
security screeners.
Unfortunately it took a trag ic event to
bring attention to the horri fie state that
airport security had been pre-Sept. II .
O f course , judg ing fro m the percentages
above, we have a long way to g o. The
government is stepping in the right direction by placing a irport security in the
hands o f the Feds . However, security

improvements absolutely cannot stop
there.
Federal Aviation Administration
Security Chief Billie Vincent told CBS
News, "The techno logy at the screen
points is not there. The current metal
detectors won't do the job. If you tum it
hi gh enough to detect that much metal,
you will have an alarrn on every person
going through."
New technologies must be employed
within our airports, nationwide . It's time
to deploy those much talked about gadgets that can help in terrori st detection.
Retinal scans are one idea that the media
has latched on to. This is where a laser
de vice scans an individual's eye, to
ensure that it positively matches their
identification information. This should
primarily be used for airline employ ees,
s ince there are several vulnerabilities
regarding gaining access to a taxied jet.
Al so in discussion is the facial scan,
ag ain another high-tech way to ensure
identities. The scan would take random,
s till photographs o f crowds in an airport
a nd match individual faces to those in a
database of s uspected terroris ts. These
s uggestions take time and mo ney, but the
government needs to take this initiative
to make safer air travel a reality.
Airports have made several good decisions to help reduce the risks of airline
terrorism, such as the policy that carryon luggage should forever be limited to
one bag and one personal article such as
a purse or a briefcase. The exiting limitation of "passengers only" beyond security screening was a good move and
should be continued.
As passenger volume on airlines
returns to norrnal, more efficient ways of
moving passengers s uccessfully through
security is needed. Putting the Feds in
charge was the right move, post-Sept. II.
Now let's just see if they can live up to
ex pectations and help the Transportation
department' s security grade rise steadily
from that F. By putting airpo rt security
under the microscope, fl y ing may, one
day, again be the safes t way to travel.

'Real world' an insult to students
As Columbia students, we're taught to
avoid cliches in our writing. whether it is
expository writing for an English composition class or hard-news writi ng for a journalism class. Sti ll, there is one cliche ideology that Columbia faculty and administration-and, s ubseque ntly, s tudent£-{;an ' t
seem to let go: the concept of the "real
world."
This ambiguous term has permeated innumerable Columbia seminars, speeches and
Chronicle com mentar ies. Occas iona lly,
famous guest speakers are even invited to
lecture and answer our questions on how we
might "make it" once we ' re in th is mythical
real world.
Columbia teachers and faculty tend to usc
the "real world" to ind icate the work-a-day
life-a life in which we're riddled with
responsibilities they presume arc currently
unknown to us--that we 'II encounter once
we're handed our d iplomas and magically
fi nd work in o ur cho'!Cll fi elds. llowever, the
implication that we, a~ students, arc not currently re~ponsibl c and that the world we
experience while we ' re in college is somehow not real is in.~ u lt i ng at lx:~t.
lfcre's a news na.~h : Lveryone's view o f
the "real world" i~ different. It's a complete ly •ubje<.:tivc phnL'lC, unique in me<oning !J> whoever i• ll•in~ it at the time . 1\ s in~e-parent •tudcnt who works two p<ort-ti rne
JOD<I and take• ni!9ot d a•'IC• fu ll-time i• living in the "rea l world " 1\ •uhurhan student
wht, •pend• mrorc tha11 three ho u r~ crmunuting tr1 a.rod frrom da•.c• in living in the " real
wrorld "

We are adults who've made the conscious
cho ice to g ive Columbia a lot of money to
be educated by people w ith experience in
their fiel ds. Why shouldn't we be treated
with the same respect we' re s upposed to
automatically offer our instructors (many of
whom arc grad students who· ve yet to actually venture into this alleged "real world"
themsel ves )?
Equally frustrating is that a teacher saying
something condescending like, " If you think
this is tough, wait until you're in the real
world," ultimately docs very little to actually teach students how to cope in the future.
It merely pigeonholes them as na'ive and
apath~'1 i c. Worse, it offe rs them no solutions .
Instructors shouldn't speculate on what
our li ves might be like when we graduate,
they sho uld teach us through example without falling back o n this tired, virtually
meaningless expression. We are in the real
world. l'crhaps if instructors treat us as if we
arc already vital members of society rather
than invalidate us by imply ing we lack
respons ibility and commo n sense, we arc
more likely to learn wh"t their " reul world"
entails.
We' re nut s uggesting that fioculty refrain
frorn teaching ll' ahout their expcncnces in
the ir respective fields or help ll~ better nnvigatc our chosen paths-jlL~t !hut they do so
minus the patrun11.ing attitude mod the over·
IL'IC o f the "real world" cl icl o~ . If teachers
arod lioculty honestly believe the world studentn live in nnw i'n ' t rcul, what exactly is
the point o f our bcing here'/
f:dltmt•h• "'"' the uplltlcm • fJf 1111!1 I dlloJII•I
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Columbia prepares seniors for jobs
By Allison Clark
Staff Writer
The Columbia Chronicle ran a story
March 18 about how Columbia's seniors
are nervous about graduating.
With the U.S. economy slowly recovering from a recession the concern is
understandable.
Columbia, however, is one of the best
resources graduating seniors have in finding a career. Students have some critical
services to pull from when searching for
their first job out of school. Many workers who were laid off in the past six
months don 't have such a luxury.
Students should take advantage of
Columbia's resources before they graduate . They will be entering an unstable
economy. Help from a career center,
internship adviso rs, a tailored online j ob
search, and job recruiting events won' t
always be at their finger tips.
Ken Goldstein, chief economist fo r the
Conference Board, told the Chicago
Tribune the U.S. economy has quickly
turned from recession and is now firrnly
in recovery. " But the road ahead is far
from smooth, with s luggish pro fit s and
weak export demand restraining growth,"
he said.
The board is convinced that the Fed
wi II raise interest rates. This is bad news
fo r the 37 1,000 fi rst-time jobless claims
that were made the week of March 16.
The number, however, is 12,000 less than
the last report.
The economy may be in s lightly better
s hape than it is now when June graduation comes. Students should still prepare
themselves for a competitive job market.
Not on ly arc they competing with fellow
graduates, but also with workers who
have been layed off.
One of Columbia's resources that students should not take for granted is the
Career Center located on the third Iloor
ut 623 S. Wabash Ave . There are n number of career advisers, each geared
toward art nnd communicntio n majors, to
help students find internships mod postgruduntion jobs.
·noc Joh du Jour progrnm, s upported by
the Career Center omd the Alumni
Relations Oflicc, connects cnrcer-invcstignting students to nlumni nlrcutly wnrk-

ltltt,.. lo the editor mutllncludtt your lull n•m•.
y4uu , m• jor, 'u 111 • phuu e numbwr All lelhu• "'" fttllltt\.1
fu r U'f""""" tn\J nuty btt cu t due to the llmii•IJ • m oun!
of 1paoe tvtll•blt

l otloro """ ho ro,.d to uo 0 lU-344..032,

•m•lled to ltht,..Qoochronlate.com or mall4td to
tho Columblo Clwvnlclo olo ltn.tl to tho !dltor, IU
I . Wobeoh A.... lultt 201, Chlcogo, tl lotOI.

ing in the arts, media and communications field. Alumni allow students to
visit their job site for hands-on experience in the career they are pursuing.
The career advisers help students with
interviewing skills, developing a portfolio, and finding job leads.
The Marketing department offers a
portfolio development course and a job
seeking strategy course. Both courses
are useful tools for students in learning
how to market themselves. Students
need prerequisites before enrolling in
these particular courses.
Columbia is also a great resource for
internship leads. Many departments at
Columbia offer internship advisers,
someone who can help students organize
a great opportunity. Departments, such
as the Journalism department, post
internship opportunities on a bulletin
board.
Recently these internship and job leads
have become available online by a program called Columbia Works. The program is organized by the Career Center
and offers links on how to build a career,
career events, j ob leads and internships.
Students can post their resume on the
Web site fo r potential employers to view.
The Talent Exchange, which will be
held on April 18 in the Conway Center at
II 04 S. Wabash Ave ., is described as a
trade fair for students . At the event stu·
dents can vis it other students' booths or
set up one of their own, s ho w their port·
folio, or attend or present a pitch session.
The fair is a constructive way of meeting
other students o r potential clients.
Another career event Columbia o ffers
seniors is on-campus recruitment. The
event takes place to r several days at the
end of April and beginning of May.
Students have a chance to interview with
partic ipating companies. Competition is
fi erce us the majority of employers are
looking to fill only one or two positions.
Cohunbin docs an exceptio nal job
preparing seni1>rs for graduation. The
economy mny he improving now but in
June, job ct>mpetition will still be intense.
Students ncctlto mnkc usc o f Columbia's
resources while they still can.
Internships, cnn:cr ndviscrs, scJt: ml!'kcting cuurses. and 1u1 n~tivc clii'CCr tcn·
tcr nrc tulvtmtngcs students will hnve O\'t'r
nthcr their ~umpctlti<>n .
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Don't expand war on terror to Iraq
By Kevin B. O'Reilly
Assistant Editor
Washington , D.C. is abuzz with talk of
taking out Saddam Hussein. He's building weapons of mass destruction, they
say. He had a connection to AI Qaeda,
they allege. He's murdering the Kurds
and tyrannizing his own people.
What Saddam Husse in is, without a
doubt, is a big, fat juicy target- you can
almost see the red and wh ite concentric
circles painted on his chest. And the U.S.
government is holding the bow and
pulling back the arrow, just itching to let
go.
First, it is true that Hussein has blocked
U.N. inspectors from entering Iraq s ince
1998. It's also true that Hussein has tried
to build nuclear and biological weapons
in the past, though whether he has them
at present is purely a matter of speculation. But so what?
As Chicago Tribune columnist Steve
Chapman has pointed out, llussein had
chemical and nuclear weapons during the
Gulf War, but never used a single one,
while the Iraqi army, then the fourth
!argest in the world, suffered a whimpermg defeat. Why not? Because unlike
the Kurds and Sh iites, Hussein has so
mercilessly killed in Iraq, the United
States is armed with a vast nuclear arsenal that serves as a powerful deterrent.
Hussein may be a brutal dictator, but he
is not a suicidal terrorist li ke the men who
perpetrated the Sept. II attacks. He
knows that any use of nuclear, chemical
or biological weapons would result in his
own destruction. There is a lso a glaring
lack of evidence that Husse in has any
connection to AI Qaeda.
According to Ivan Eland, director of
defense policy studies at the libertarian
Cato Institute, only two of the four terrorist.groups Hussein currently supports
have attacked U.s: targets- in the "distant past." Eland said these two no
longer have the United States as a target
and the other two have never targeted the
United States.
There is more to consider, such as what
so-called "regime change" in Iraq would
really me01n. The same risks posed by
ousting the Tali ban in Afghanistan are
present in Iraq, tenfold. In Afghanistan, it

A few weeks ago in my Senior Seminar
c lass with Fiction department instructor
Joe Meno, we were g iven an exercise.
We had 20 minutes to go outs ide and do
something to give people hope. We also
had to observe the reactions of the people when they encountered whatever
method we used. Because of the openended nature of the assignment, hopeinspiring possibilit ies were limitless.
My partner and I went the s imple,
effective route and made a sign that said,
"At least it's not 20 degrees below zero."
We posted it on one of the windows of
the Congress bui lding and waited to see
what happened. A few people walked
past and took notice of the sign but made
no face, no gesture, no indication that
what they had read had registered on any
level. Other people walked past and
smiled, pointed or nodded their heads in
agreement. Sad ly though, the majority
of people who walked past didn ' t even
tak~ notice of the big, stark-white s ign,
which was obviously out of place and
posted with scotch tape to the window.
Many people were too busy yapping
away on their cell phones o r they were
too busy talking amongst themselves and
did not pay atte ntion. A few people
weren' t engaged in anything; they just
looked down as they walked.
These people missed the opportunity to
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was worth the risk because it was clear
the Taliban were harboring and supporting AI Qaeda and Osama b in Laden.
But in Iraq's case, it's far from obvious
that ousting Hussein would be a good
thing. The Kurds in the north and the
Shiites in the south would both like to
secede, and it's not c lear that a Westernstyle democratic movement is in the
wings to take over in Hussein's absence.
The Iraq i Nationa l Congress, on which so
many in Washington pin their hopes, is a
motley crew comprised of radicals ranging from Marxists to Islamic extremists.
The terrorist groups supported by
Hussein would surely not take kindly to
their paymaster 's ouster. Right now, they
have no particular beef against the
United States- or at least have not targeted us. By unnecessarily taking out
Hussein, we would create another group
of fierce enemies looki ng for every crack
in the United States' shaky security apparatus.
Also, it would be na'ive to assume that
such regime change would be an easy
task. If Hussein does have nuclear,
chemi~al or biological weapons, going to
war w1th him doesn't seem like the best

our MY BiG DRUM SOLO!'
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way of ensuring he doesn' t use them.
Furthermore, it's both a military and
financial distraction from the real war.
The Tali ban have been ousted and the
AI Qaeda camps in Afghanistan have
been destroyed, but the job there is not
even half done. Bin Laden is sti ll at
large and the thousands of AI Qaeda and
Talibs, formerly sent scurrying into the
Afghan hills by U.S. bombings, have
regrouped. Even Operation Anaconda
couldn't crush them.
The U.S. government should focus on
Afghan istan and places where there are
real ties to the anti-U.S. terrorist fo rces,
not on hypothetical weapons threats. In
the meantime, the best way to lower the
risk to American security is to lessen our
involvement in the Middle East-such as
our entanglements in Israel and Saudi
Arabia and the sanctions on Iraq. The
sanctions, in particular, have done nothing to hurt Hussein, but have killed an
imponderable number of innocents.
Wiping out AI Qaeda is a just cause,
but Sept. l I is not an excuse for foreign
adventurism that would heighten our
security risk rather than improve it.

There is hope, take a minute to experience it
By Cathleen Loud
Staff Writer
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be inspired because they were too
wrapped up in their own lives.
Obvious ly, we don't regularly pay
attention to the things going on around
us. Li fe has become so mindless ly repetitive that we don' t take the time to slow
down and look. We don't take the time to
sme ll the proverbial flowers. It's like
we're all on automatic pi lot. We rush
from work to school and then to the Gap
to buy some jeans, stopping along the
way at Taco Bell to get our dai ly intake
of God knows what, just in time to get
home so we can sit in front of a screen
whether it be a computer screen or a TV
screen, and end our vacuous day.
Life speeds past us at a milli on miles a
minute. You turn on the television and
you're bombarded by commercials, reality shows that aren't rea listic and then
more commercials. You flip through a
magazine and see ad after ad, fo llowed
by an uninformative article about
" lifestyle," whatever that means.
Instead of reading it, you only look at the
pictures because you've wasted the I 0
minutes you had just finding it among a ll
the ads. You jump on the Red Line and
you're at Chicago Avenue in I 0 minutes
or you get on the expressway and make it
to your final destination in I 5.
Is this what o ur lives are all about?
And is this what we have to look forward
to in the future? I think it's time we
reclaim our lives. It's time that we take
our lives back from the fast-paced, fastfood, fast -acting world that has stolen it.
Or has it?

Maybe we ' ve given up our li ves.
Maybe we've allowed our lives to
become tedious because it's easier or
more a ffordable. At least that 's what
they tell you. And you believe it and
buy it and take it home wrapped up in a
nice. littl e package. But then, when you
get 11 home and open it, you realize it
isn't what you wanted. But, you have it
now, so you might as well use it- somehow. So, you read the directions. The
directions tell you to wear it or eat it or
drive it or smell it or stick it in your ear
and you do it. Before you know it
you're 85 years old, not knowing how to
li ve without it when you never even
needed it or wanted it to begin with. This
is the pattern of o ur lives.
I think something can be done. I think
it's time we get back to the important
things in life. Turn off the television:
You can catch the re-run next week.
Forget about the email: It'll be there the
next time you want to log on. Break out
of the work-school-Taco Bell-Gap-home
routine.
Instead, go to the park, read a book or
donate all the junk accumulating in the
back of your closet that you really don't
need.
Be productive toward reclaiming your
life and making it your own. When you
walk, kee p your head up. Sm ile at people and remember that you' re alive. Pay
attention to the things happening around
you. You'II see more, you 'II experience
more and you'll realize that at least it's
not 20 degrees below zero.
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COWMBIA'SVOICES
Students need to get
involved at Columbia
I am a Columbia alumna who (thankfu lly) works in the TV industry. I can
confirm that the TV job market is very
diffi cult to get into right now. In
regards to your article, you are right, it
is important to do an internship-they
can help you make connections. But
even the best connections are not go ing
to be able to open or create a job fo r
you, no matter how hard you work- an
unfortunate truth .
A few weeks ago, my station laid off
one third of its staff due to a merger
with our sister station. Twenty-three
people-including reporters, anchors,
production assistants, assignment editors- and seven production staffers
(and whole departments like promotions and HR) were let go. This is happening industry-wide. Before I got the
job I am currently in, I was headed to
ABC in New York but ABC put on a
hiring freeze. It was: Goodbye, New
York. Hello, Washington, D.C.
My advice: Freshmen and sophomores, make friends with the most talented juniors and seniors in your
department. Remember, they will get
into the industry before you do. When
you get to your senior year, they will
know what's up, where you could start,
whom to talk to, etc.
Junior year: Work hard and do everything you can so that, when you go to
do your demo reel, you will have a lot
to select from.
Seniors: If you are in Production
(especially news production), you definitely need to subscribe to
www.tvjobs.com. For a small yearly
fee, you will be able to have access to
the best database and post your resume
for stations to look at you. Five months
before graduation, start talking to all of
your connections. Three months before,
start sending out your resume and reel.
Hopefully you will be fortunate enough
to be offered a job a month or so
before you graduate. Be willing to
move and be ready to live off ramen
for a few more years!
Don 't rely on your department to get
you a job. No one in the (TV) department is even assigned to help students
find work. You have to get out there
and do it for yourself. Good luck!
- Erica Ashburn/Alumn i

War supporters
should be fighting,
not writing
It's quite interesting to see that, gl ued
together on the Chronicles commentary page, we have an editorial about
the golden rule and a commentary
piece supporting the "war" on terror.
Dustin Klass seems to have it in his
head that, by dropping tons of born bs
on farm towns in a land already decimated by war, we're doing some good
in th is quest to root te rrorism out of the
world. This is a land that even good
journalists like yourselves referred to
as a place that no one really knew
about-until Sept. II . Now, in the
wake of these horrible atrocities, we
find ourselves believing that j ustice
will come about by creating more
atrocit ies.
Mr. Klass says that our military is
defending our country with "pride and
honor.'' How much honor is there in
dropping a few hundred bombs on a
vi llage where supposed terrorists may
or may not be hiding? How much
honor is in the mi litary when their
leader writes off over 3,000 civilian
casualties as "collateral damage?" I
once heard a lyric in a song that went
" nothing breeds hate like pride." Now
more than ever I' m beginning to
be Iieve that is true.
Klass brings up U.S . military efforts
as a preventative measure against more
"terrorist" attacks. I ponder how far
that this military action will be taken
across the world, as well as how much
it wi ll do to "stop terrorism." After all,
I don 't see the U.S. running into
Northern Ireland to stop the UDA and
IRA from killing each other. Where
does this all end? If I'm in a bar and a
large, suspicious looking person who
could hurt or pick a fight with me
walks in, do I run up to them and begin
to beat them because I think they might
hurt me? I don't think so.
Klass brings up many "if it weren't
for war" references in his piece. He
goes on to say that war is a part of
humanity. What he doesn't seem to
realize is that if it weren' t for the lust
for wealth and power by governments
and tyrants, there would be no war.
When one looks at a battlefie ld, who
is really fighting out there? It is not the

leaders who order the war, or those
who support the war on television. I
don't sec politicians or dictators out
there with guns trying to kill their enemies. All I see is young, disenfranchised youth, duped into believing that
it is someone else's fault (aside from
those who have power over them) for
their situation. I see friends, husbands,
and children dying so that a particular
government can have more influence
over another.
If one is to really combat terrorism,
one must ask why it happens in the first
place. Mr. Klass needs to go even
beyond this definition and rethink what
" terrorism" really is. He refers to the
Revolutionary War saying that if it
weren't for those soldiers we would not
have our democracy. The British crown

dubbed those same soldiers as terrorists
in those days. What Klass needs to realize is that war and terrorism are the
same thing: groups of people trying to
influence or dominate others through
fear, violence and oppression.
I pose this question to you, Mr. Klass:
If you are such an ardent supporter of
the murder of thousands of people, why
are you not in Afghanistan with a
weapon? If we really want to stop terrorism, we must go beyond the thought
that justice is the same thing as
vengeance, or that money is worth
killing over, or that blind faith in our
leaders is a good thing. Once we do
this, we won't need a war on terror, for
there will be no more war.
-Aaron Lorence/Senior

Cartoon by John West

Look for more opinions online

at
www.ColumbiaChronicle.com

The Columbia Chronicle photo poll
Question: Do you plan to drop any classes you are unsatisfied with?
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SGA VVANTS YOU!

Student GovernmenT Association

SGA ELECTIONS ARE THE WEEK OF APRIL 22
We are seeking VOLUNTEERS to staff the polling stations at:
623 S. Wabash Lobby
1104 S. Wabash Lobby
There are 2-hour shifts available between
10:00 arn- 6:30 prn
Monday- Friday, April 22 -26

Interested students should attend a training session
Monday, April 15

Sprn
Lower Level of the HCC, 1104 S. 'Wabash
Pizza and soda will be served
Please contact Dana Ingrassia at 312 interested

344 -

7042 if
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build intellect.
build ideas.
build friendships.
build communities.
build solutions.
build futu res .
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contribute id eas and make sure the new s tudent center
res pondS to your needS . Com e and te ll US what you t hink.
Help us b U i I d the Columbia Coll ege Chicago Student Ce nte r.

Town Hall Meetings for Columb•a's Students . Fac ulty, St atf, Alu mni,
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Blown-glass exhibit at Garfield Park

~onserva~ory

By Ryan McGady
Staff Writer
Dale Ch ihu ly's 16-foot-tall "Blue Peacock
Tower" looms over the indoor jungle at the
Garfie ld Park Con servatory on the city's
West S ide. The glass-blowi ng pioneer's
vast co ll ection of organ ic shapes and plantli ke creations pales in comparison to the
majesty of the conse rvatory 's usua l res ide nt s. I had personall y never been to an
indoor g reenhouse before going to t hi s
exhibit, and found it extremely difficult to
concen trate on the beautiful g lass scu lptures
th at perfect ly accented the wond rous nature
underneath the roof at 300 N. Central Pa rk
Ave.
Do nations arc accepted in place of ad mission, and even thoug h the s tandard is $2, it
was clear from the holes in the roof that this
d iamond in the Chicago landscape truly
des erves all the help it can g et.
The facili ty consists of eight rooms featu ring plants from all cl imates and countries.
The conser vatory is a basic- look ing fa c ility
that prides itse l f on featuring awe-inspiring
plants ra ther th an creating a rega l environment to v iew the m in .
The ex hibit itse lf is displaye d we ll . Rathe r
than placing the a rtwork o n pedes ta ls to better emphas ize it, th e conservatory presents
the g lass hidden among the amazing coll ection of unus ua l foliage. In fact, the "B lue
Pe acock Towe r" is the only piece that really
g ives the conservatory away as an art exh ibit and not s imply as a well -decorated garden .
As you walk past the donation desk and
get you r firs t warm, moist deep b reaths of
conservatory a ir, there is an inscri ption on
the right wall from the artist:

"When /was in Chicago to participate in
the city s Millennium Celebration, I visited
the Garfield Park Conservatory, a wonderful glass treasure in the heart of the city s

Joe S. Tamborello/Chrook/e

Dale Chihuly's work (pictured above) will be exhibited at the Garfield Park Conservatory through May 19.

West Side," said Dale C}!ihuly. "Walking through the dors of the conservatory could make the whole experilargest indoor garden house in the country, I was imme- ence seem a nnoying.
diately inspired to create an exhibition that would be
I went during the week at around 3 p.m. and had more
unique to this historic conservatory and to the city of than enough time to stand directly in front of each piece
Chicago. "
for as long as I wanted. This was the key to enjoying the
Since the exh ibit 's opening in November of 2001, its
number of v is itors has s urged. I' d recommend go ing to
see the s how so metime during the day and not on the
weekend s. The lines of peop le that fill the na rrow corri-

exhib ition, and e ven though I was walking in circles for
three hours, it was we ll worth it.
Hurry up though, the West Side's g lass-within-a-glass
house exhibit only runs u nti l May 19.

Rusted Root make comeback, have 'P.a rty'
By Michael Hlrtzer
A&E Editor

surefire crowd favorite.
Berlin's romantic ly rics propel the
reggae-tinged "Too Much." She said
her time off (Rusted Root's last album
Rusted Root is set to release their came out in 1998) helped her tone her
fourth album, Welcome to My Par ty, songwriting technique.
April9.
" I learned to fully express my ideas
Welcom e to My Pa rty finds in an individual way," s he said. " I
Pittsburgh-based Rus ted Root cele- gained a deeper unders tanding of how
brating a hig h point in their musical a ll of the components of a recording
career. The new a lbum combi nes the balance into each other. It gave me a
loose, Ouid percuss ive instrumentation g reater understanding and intuition to
o f their previous efforts with a bring back to the band setting."
revamped and more focused songwritRusted Root might follow in Dave
ing approach .
Matthews Band's footsteps w ith
The band is again recording and tour- Welcome. Like the Matthews Band,
ing in its orig inal lineup with the Rus ted Root garnered a large Joyal fan
return of Jenn Wertz, who left after the base by touring extensively over the
recording of their 1994 major- labe l last decade. Only recently did the
debut, When I Wok e. An a ir of Mathews Band gain the Bill board
renewed confidence echoes throug h- stamp of approval and a more mainout the new album.
stream s uccess.
Rusted Root member Liz Berl in said
Although Rusted Root songs like
"the harmony potenti al" of sing ing "Send Me On My Way" and "Drum
with another woman reinvigorated her. Trip" have appeared in films like
"The way that we b lend is really amaz- "Twister" " Mathilda" " J lome for the
ing," she said in a telephone interview. Hol iday;" and " fee Age," they have
" It was really great in that regard, and yet to rece ive heavy a irplay on radio or
fo r the whole energy and s pirit of the television; but with their best effort to
band, it was a really positive thing."
date, Rusted Root may fina lly get the
Expect more jam- innected, world- appreciation their fan s have long been
inOuenced rock on We lcome. Up- raving about.
tempo songs, like the funky "Unio n
" It 's always great to be appreciated
7," arc sure to cause the same s purts of for the art you create," Ocrlin said.
dancing as the ir breakout hit, " Send " We've felt really supported over the
Me On My Way." But the majority o f pas t te n years with the loya l people
the a lbum focuses on search ing, spiri- who' ve really stuck with us a nd sti ll
tual songs. T he probable first sing le loved the s hows even if we didn't have
" Welcome to My f'arty" in vites new- a hit ."
comers to experi ence what loya l
She added , "The o nly thing /huving
Rusted fans have raved about for near- a hit! would do for us is enab c us to
ly a decade: Michael Cilahicki's soul- do mo re, where us If yu u don' t ha ve a
fu l vocal9, soft acoustic guit<ors cou- hit , il ~C IS tax in g afler II while. Jt gets
pled with He rlin and Wertz's whi spe rs financia lly taxi ng nnd makes il hurd to
111 the background.
exist."
The absence of the ir token African
J(usted Root will , lhnnkfully, ne ver
drum instrumental i9 filled by " People eschew ull of their o ld mutcrlul In
of My Village," a 4/4-rhythm song, in favor of the new son~s. Ocrlin suid
which the group combine an infectious son gs like "Martyr' and "Vi rtual
funk riff, a hou~ey back beat and a deep Insunity" arc "ingrnlncd In us- like
bauline. O labicki 's repetitive lyrics riding your favorite bicyc le" and they
and sc~t-style sin~ing act as another wi ll always return tu !heir "rea lly cominstrument, mak mg the song a fo rtable and homelike " older mntcrlnl.

Photo by Danny CllncMIIInd

Ruattd Root: (ltft to right) Jim Donovan, Jtnn Wertz, Michael Olablckl, Liz Btflln, John
Buynak, Patrick Nonnan.
Allhuugh RtMied Ro11/ll'll/ 11111 play /11
Chlt:ag11 1111 their 3pr lng lour, )'tiU t:tm
c<llch them 111 lhrt 11/ilw/3 Slalrt

UnlversltlvHradrtn
AwdlturiHitl
Normal, ill. IJfl .4pril JO.
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Stop by the Chronicle Office, Room 205, Wabash Building,
to pick up a free ticket (Admit Two)
to a Special Advance Showing of
"Murder By Numbers"
at the Pipers Alley Theatre on Monday, April 15.
Tickets are available while supplies last on afirst~come, first~served basis.
This film is rated "R" for violence, language, a sex scene and brief drug use. No one under 17
will be admitted to the theatre to see this film unless accompanied by a parent or adult guardian.
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INVITE YOU AND A GUESfTO A SPECIALADVANCE SCREENING!

STOP BY THE CHRONI C LE OFFI C E ( ROOM

205,

WABASH B UILDING)

AND PI C K UP A COMPLIMENTARY PASS TO ATTEND A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREEN IN G OF
FRAILTY ON THURSDAY, APRIL IJ TH AT T H E LOEWS CINEPLEX

900 N.

MICH IGAN CINEMAS

Passes '!" available while supplies last on a flrat-come, first-served basls.One pass per person. No purchase necessary. Employees of all promoUonal partners and their agencies are not eligible.

11~

THEATERS FRIDAY, APRIL 12TH!
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PGS witty, lively pop-punkers
By Ryan McGady
Staff Writer
Entertaining, lively and talented are
just three words to describe PGS. On
Saturday, March 23, the four-member
band played at Rock House USA in
Aurora, and was the highlight of the
night.
The pop-punk rock band started their
set w ith "Not the Jealous Type," a title
that contradicts its repetitive lyric, "Stay
away from my girl friend."
Fast-paced and full of energy, the opening song appropriately set the tone for
the rest of the evening. The force behind
the song was the fantastic percussive
rhythm driven by 26-year-old drummer
Mike Martin.
Lead singer and guitarist, Joe Martin,
20, displayed his talent on the guitar in
"No Words to Describe." In addition to
being talented, he is also very energetic-which in this case translated into
pure entertainment.
Throughout the night, Joe . Martin
jumped off stage and bounced around in
the crowd, which made some audience
members chuckle. On the other hand,
some people ignored his antics.
Regardless, PGS differentiated themse lves from other bands by letting go of
all their inhibitions and having fun.
Prior to PGS's set, Starstruck took the
stage. In the middle, of one of their
songs, Joe Martin jumped on stage and
bounced around. Because there were not
many people in the audience at the time,
he must 've felt the show needed something to make it more entertaining-and
that is what he provided.
Between songs, the lead s inger of
Starstruck belittled his band by saying

that they were playing horribly and apologized to the audience for not giving a
better performance. Ironically, the audience probably would not have noticed
that the band was not as good as usual if
the lead s inger had not mentioned it.
Unlike Starstruck, PGS played with confidence.
When Joe Martin broke a guitar string,
band members Dixon Peterson (guitar)
and Jim Klug (bass) made small talk
while he fixed the problem.
Instead of badmouthing themse lves
and talking about how they could do better, Peterson, 21, and Klug, 20, talked
about the men 's bathroom. Klug was
impres.sed that Osama bin Laden was the
target in the urinal.
The witty comments and humor the
band brought to the show, even when
something went wrong, proved that they
deserved to be up there. PGS made the
show fun and proved they have musical
talent. This is one band you should not
miss.
One song, "Duckies: Phantom Menace"
showcased the overall talent of PGS better than any other song. Peterson 's guitar play ing was superb, as was Klug's
bassline.
PGS ended their set with "Can't
Believe," which was different than most
of their other songs. While the rest of
the show was fast-paced, the final song
of the night started off slower and more
laid-back-but that did not last for long.
Within a few seconds, the song sped up,
giving the show a wonderfully memorable finale.
Check out PGS's Web site,
www.pgsonline.net. for pictures, biographies and a concert schedule. PGS will
be playing April 13 at Illinois State
University.

(Left to right): Dixon Peterson, Jim Klug and Joe Martin
at Back to the Office.

Bad Religion: 'The process of belief
By David Arter
Staff Writer

Descendents-that helped introduce
the use of well-thought melody in
punk, their lyrical purpose has never
resorted to comedic references and
remains an intense commitment and
challenge to ethics, aspiration, humanity, destiny and various conflicts in punk
rock lives.
In the song "You Don 't Belong,"

It's hard to believe that Bad Religion
is still at it after so many years. They
began making noise in a Los Angeles
valley garage in 1980 well before most
of today 's fans of "punk rock" were
even born.
It's
appropriate
that
Bad
Religion
would be back with
T he Process of
Belief-and that
it's on Epitaph (a
label that originated
to release Bad
Religion material)-in an era when
so many popular
"punk" bands ride
on the formula of
melody over crushing guitars that Bad
Religi on
helped
define.
During
their
longevity, in which
they've
never
Photo by Walter St. Cla1r
stopped releasing Bad Religion in Berlin, April13, 2000
records with rotatGraffin attacks the integrity of today 's
ing lineups, Bad Religion has become
pseudo-punk vision, singing, "Hey
grandfathers of the punk-rock lifestyle.
you, is there something worth aspiring
Singer Greg Graffin has released vanto and can it be found in a record store?
ous essays on being punk, and, in
Well, it's not there anymore. Just think
December of 1998, released "A Punk
of all the things we did. We were difManifesto," which attempts to give
ferent. Just like all the other kids."
definition to punk in numerous waysBad Religion took flight in a time
such as, "Punk is the constant struggle
when punk was consi dered an agonizagainst fear of social repercussions."
ing gunshot of noise in America and
The Process of Belief remains in the
when critics didn't really expect the
groove that Bad Religion has crafted,
bands to last much longer than the
absorbed and inspired. Thanks in part
recoil. Most of them didn't, and punk
to the return of founding guitarist Brett
went through various eras of redefiniGurewitz-who left the band for the
tion before landing mainstream
second time in 1993 and waged an
acceptance somewhere in the early
agonizing battle with drug addiction'90s.
Bad Religion is a seamless wall of
Bad Religion 's style and subject
abrasive guitars based around simple
matter
has essentially remained the
melodic structures that flow into o ne
same since its conception, and who
another without much discontinuance
can blame them ? Bad Religion is the
or experimentation .
on ly credible outfit that founding
The sound of three ovcrdri ven guitars
members Graffin, Gurewitz and
and one bass is like a dry, overworked
bassist Jay Bentley have ever been in.
lawn-mower engi ne racing at FortnulaGuitarists
Greg !·Ietson and Brian
One speed. A lot of that speed rides on
Baker were members of the seminal
the prowess of the new drummer,
punk groups the Germs and Minor
Brooks Wackerman.
Wackerman
Threat, respectively.
replaced longtime Bad Religion drumThe P r ocess of Belief will by no
mer Bobby Schayer when Schayer was
means be considered a groundbreakinstructed by his doctor to give up
ing
rock record. But the sound and the
drumming due to a "chronic progrespurpose remain true to the aesthetics
sive shoulder injury that will not heal,"
that Bad Religion has always mamaccording to the band's Web site.
tained and should be embraced by
Graffin's lyrical content has remained
enough of today's punk crowd to
both intellectual and inspirational.
replace the old fans they may lose to
Although Bad Religion is one of the
boredom.
bands-along
with,
say,
the
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PAYMENTS FOR
ENTIRE YEAR**
AND A $500 REBATE*
PUniNG OFF CAR PAYMENTS.
AN IMPORTANT LIFE LESSON.
If you're currently a college aanior or a graduate studen~ or have graduated within the lest two years, you may be
able to drive off with a new 2002 Mit81Jbiahi and a $600 rebate. We call it the 'Mit81Jbiahi Education Edge Program."
You can call it Heaven. More than just a college grad program, it gives you the chance for easy qualifying and great
ratea. Drive off in any new 2002 Mitsubiahi, including the all-new Lancer, with 0 down, 0 interest and 0 payments for
an entire year." Huny In to your local Mit81Jbiahi Retailer today. It's not like you need to stop by tho bank.
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CUBBY BEAR doors open 8pm
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By Ryan McGady
Staff Writer
f recently had the opportunity to take a different iook at
a Chicago staple, Wishbone restaurant. The reputed breakfast hot spot doesn't completely shut its doors after the most
important meal of the dayAn fact, the airy open atmosphere
at its West Loop location actually benefits ftom the lack of
a rushed morning crowd. Stragglers finishing their day with
a cuppa joe and a well-presented dessert until the doors
close at I0 p.m. every Tuesday through Saturday.
Wishbone has been spicing up Chicago since its fi rst location opened up at 1800 W. Grand Ave. in July of 1990.

Since then, two alternative locations have opened at I00 I
W. Washington Ave. and 3300 N. Lincoln Ave.
Nevertheless, the ambiance and reputation for top-notch
food remains. According to urban legend and Wishbone's
Web site (www.wishbonechicago.com), the restaurant
gained unprecedented popularity for its fresh food and relatively reasonable prices. People ftom all walks oflife converge around what has been hailed as "Southern
Reconstruction Cooking."
Southern Reconstruction Cooking is how they describe
the zesty down-home menu, which includes crab cakes and
other titillating Southern delicacies. I opted for the N.Y.
Bourbon Strip Steak, and it was excellent- however, it was
also small. The waitress bragged to us of large portions and
suggested sharing the fme food they had to offer, but when
it came down to it, I wanted all eight bites ofmy steak. The
side dishes were semi-plentiful with all the food crammed
onto one plate. TI1ere's not a great selection for a picky eater
at the Wishbone, but with macaroni and cheese, home-fries
and some damn good Yankee coleslaw on the menu, one
can happily eke by.
The ftont of each Wishbone location is emblazoned with
a large edgy sign that attracts a variety of customers. The
interior is adorned with intriguing-yet somewhat goofYartwork produced by Lia Nickson, chef Joel Nickson's
mother. Depictions ofchickens are everywhere, making the
atmosphere almost comical. Tile high ceilings and small
tables create enough space to make the place look more like
an art gallery than a breakfast cafeteria. Perhaps that is why
this restaurant has become so popular with the artists' scene,
but I would like to think the service is what keeps people
returning.
The service was excellent. Not only was the food hot and
quick, but the waitress also treated us with utmost respect.
She took care to see if anyone at the table was a vegetarian
or vegan and clarified the toppings on three different items
off-hand. She was simply magnificent.
Overall, Wishbone is an excellent restaurant at any time
of day, except when closed ftom 3 p.m until 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Sunday. Show up then and you will be sorely dis-

Pinoyz N the Hood?
By Murad loin
Staff Writer
John Singleton went to film school expressly to make the inner-city crime drama
"Boyz N the Hood." Gene Cajayon dreamed up "The Debut" while he was in film
school. Both films are set in Los Angeles, and each focuses on a particular minority
group. Singleton's protagonists are poor African-Americans and Cajayon's are poor
Filipino-Americans. Both movies use gritty characters to draw audiences into their stories.

"The Debut" even depicts the Fi lipino gangster phenomenon.
Despite the similarities, Cajayon's film is not "Pinoyz N the Hood." It's not trying to
be.
That's the strength of "The Debut." For what it is, it's excellent. The movie is so well
crll:ft~ that there are no w.ast~d scenes and nearly every word of dialogue has a point.
Thts IS probably the most mtncately developed example ever made in its genre.
The movie is a mainstream coming of age story where most of the cast happens to be
bro":'n. In t~at sens~, "The Debut" th~ Filipino equivalent of"Boomerang," the 1992
movte starrmg Eddte Murphy, Robm Gtvens and Halle Berry where all the main characters happen to be black. "The Debut" is one of the first Filipino-American feature
films.
Ben Mercado (Dante Basco) is a senior in high school whosfu older sister Rose
(~ernadette Balagtas) is about to have her "debut" party for her 18t birthday. Rose's
fnend Annabelle Manalo (Joy Bisco) is breaking off ties with her ex-boyfriend Augusto
(Darion Basco), who is also Ben's former childhood friend. Ben doesn't associate with
Filipinos outside of his family, and has an invitation to a "real" party that is the same
night as Rose's birthday. Ben meets Annabelle at th~ family party, they talk and
'
Augusto doesn't like it one bit.
There's more to the plot than that. The movie is thoroughly engaging, although the
story unfolds fairly predictably. The dialogue has more substance than a Linklater film
and is delivered without pretense. The substance is composed of commentary and perspectives surrounding the Filipino-American second-generation experience.
Another great thing about "the Debut" is its pacing. The soundtrack and action
. sequences keep things together well- it's a real pleasure to watch. Interludes such as
traditional tinikling dancing and pickup basketball games give the movie its own texture, making this one fil m that will stick with you, as all good memories should.
If we are fortunate, we may get to the point in our lifetime where ethnicity is incidental and not central to casting decisions in Hollywood films. Hollywood is not there
y~t. In the meantime, independent films like "The Debut" fill the gap left by major studtos.
"The Debut " is currently showing at Loews Webster Place, AMC Cantera 30 and
AMC South Barrington 30. Its Run time is 89 minutes.

!s

Ben Mercado (Dante Basco) and Annabelle Manalo (Joy Sisco) are the lead
characters in 'The Debut.'

Zach Caney/Chronicle

Wishbone restaurant is located at 1001 W.
Washington Ave.
appointed because Wishbone takes a siesta between serving
its afternoon and evening crowds. After all, this isn't short
order cooking, this is semi-gourmet. Bring a fi'iend, get a
bottle of the cheapest Meriot and try the Strawberry
Sabayon for dessert. A standard meal with wine, dessert
and tip will cost between $65 and $70, but it's definitely
well worth it.

Making 'Panic Room' was a battle
for /Fight Club' director
By Steven Rea
Knight Ridder Newspapers
David Fincher figured that after the grueling shoot of his Brad PittEdward Norton psychodrama "Fight Club" (with its punchy surrealism and
apocalyptic special effects), "Panic Room," set from almost start-to- finish
in a Manhattan townhouse, would be a breeze.
"That's what I thought," says the director, letting go a rueful chuckle a
week before the pic's March 29 release. "It turned out to be deceptively
compl~x. rt's o.ne of those mov ies, you just don' t think .how exponentially
complicated thmgs [can] become. lt was a real test of wtlls and patience."
And it didn't help that the original lead actress, Nicole Kidman, was
forced to bow out with an injury, and that Fincher and his "Se?en" cinematographer, Darius Khondji, weren't seeing eye-to-eye. More-than-able
replacements were found for both: Jodie Foster took the role of a justdlvorced mom who moves
into a big house on the
Upper West Side with her
daughter (the terrific
Kristen Stewart) and finds
herself fending off a trio
burglars.
of ominous
Conrad W. Hall (son of
"American Beauty" Oscarwinning shooter Conrad L.
Hall) stepped In at the
camera.
But even with Foster on
board, it was, in Fincher' s
words, a brutal shoot.
coortssy of www.lmdb.com
.It was also down-to-the- David Fincher (left) directs'pholo
Edward Norton (right) in
wire, with a pregnant lead- 'Fight Club.'
ing lady. "We were running out of time," Fincher
says, on the phone from Burbank, Calif. "We knew we had to go back and
reshoot some stuff after Jodie had the baby. So while we were haggling over
what that was going to cost, we were recutting. Then we went back and
reshot the Jodie stuff, and that was just a mad dash to make the release
date."
Fincher worked as an effects guy at George Lucas' Industrial Light &
Magic when he was 18. He' s on the cusp of 40 now. In between, he has
helmed T V commercials and music v ideos (including videos for Madonna
and Aerosmith), and made a name for himself in moviedom with his other
pies "Aiien 3 " and ''The Game."
The fi lmmaker says he now plans to sleep for a couple of months and
doesn't know what he'll do next. He's forming a creative partnership with
fe llow d irectors Steven Soderbergh ("Traffic"), Spike Jonze ("Being John
Malkovlch"), and Alexander Payne ("Election") that will allow each to
deve lop projects without the usual studio obstacles.
In the meantime, he' s working on the "Panic Room" DVD and anx iously
awaitinf the fi lm 's sortie into theaters .
. "Yo.u re always anxio ~~;s about whether or not the last two years of your
h fc Will amount to anythmg," he says. "It's a popcorn movie, but I hope it
will inspire conversation."

r.
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Dayton Contemporary Dance
Company at Dance Center

1

lloc:ll. She Wrote: wo.mea Writ'e
about lloc:ll., Po,, lloc:l(, aad llaJI'
By KrlsUn Leonardi
Staff Writer
In the male-dominated world ofrock 'n' roll, women
have always been portrayed as hoes, groupies or feminists. These stereotypes have long bound the women
of the writing world.
In the early '60s, exciting new • • •I!I!M'l61\1Wtl
music was emerging and
women were struggling to gain r.o..a~''"'""
respect and access to shows.
Rock She Wrote is an intriguing
and ingenious look into the .__.,.,_____
minds of female writers.
Contributing editor of Rock
She Wrote Evelyn McDonnell
opens the book by blasting the
mainstream, male-dominated
world of music writing. With
the majority of the major music
magazines run and written by
men, generations of women are
lost in a sea of hypocrisy and inequality in the music
industry.
Think of Rolling Stone, Crum, Melody Maker and
The Village Voice. These publications were around
first, breaking new ground for music and writers. Yet
in the '60s and ' 70s, 95 percent of the writers were
men.
One of the first women to break ground in the late
'60s and early '70s was New Yorker critic Ellen Willis,
who was one of the most prominent female rock critics.
In her 1968 article "Records: Rock, etc." she offers
a poignant idea of rock culture. She said:
"Rock has been co-opted by high culture, forced to
adopt its standards-chief of which is the integrity of
the art object. It means the end of rock as a radical
experiment in creating mass culture on its own terms,
ignoring elite definitions... The reason the Beatles, the
Stones, and Dylan are the unchallenged-ilnd probably unchallengeable>-giants of pop is that througit'
and beyond their work their personalities have a continuing impact ort.1he public consciousness."
Rock She f!'~fe is a C?mpilation of different works
from female- wnters--hke as dream hampton, Lori
TwerskY, Cherrie Currie, Georgia Christgau, Thulani
Davis, Roberta Cruger, and of course the groUnd-breaking Patti Smith--all writing about the scene
:'
around them and thct music they love.
from Cherrie Cume's expose on the first real female

rock group. The Runaways, to Village Voice writer
Donna Games' exploration of Lou Reed's psyche, the
articles and essays are enlightening and entertaining.
McDoMell and Powers have compiled what can be
caUed the best work of female music writers. In a
business where women are thought of-and treated
as~ex objects, these women explore and demystify
stereotypes.
Lori TwerskY spearheaded a newsletter called Bitch
that explores feminism and rock attitudes. As
Twersk)' said, "The mag came into being be-ca~ lots
of what's written about women in rock is all the
same .. .I'm so bored with 'wow ·this chick can play'
rock articles."
-"'<: ~
TwerskY spoke to a specific group of women
felt mainstream critics were only trying to appeal to.
men. Women were viewed either as groupies or as
women who carne to rock concerts solely to meet
guys.
Moreover, women in bands were often ridiculed, put
down and written off. As Keyboard writer and syn-,
thesizer player for the rock group Barefoot and
Pregnant, Margaret Mifflin comments, "The se_xism ,
we encountered from well-meaning fools whose compliments were always qualified with •for a girl'."
Despite the sexism, egotism and sexual harassment
early female music. writers had to endure, they prevailed in a man's world. The writers in Rock She
Wrote remain cynical, funny and overtly feminist.
In bell hooks' article "Madonna: Plantation Mistress
or Soul Sister?", hooks explores Madonna's fascination with emulating black style. It was her controversial "Like a Prayer" video that sent hooks reeling. She
wrote the foUowing:
"Given the importance of religious experience and
liberation theology in black life, Madonna's use ofthis
imagery seemed particularly offensive. She made
black characters act complacently with her as she
aggressively flaunted her critique of Catholic man- •
ners, her attack on organized religion. Ye~ no black
voices that I know carne forward ...calling attent!i&to
the fact that the realm of the sacred that is !letnj
m~ked in the vi<Jeo is black religious experience." •
Rock She IVroietls n<it only interesting, entertaining,
and socially important to women's culture, it breathes
life into' aspinng youns female writers. The writers·iri
Rock She Wfote sho~ depth, humor, sensitivity, feminism and an appreciation for music.
,
Rock She m-ote (Cooper Square Press, New York) 'Is
46,7J!a&esl~~WS~S$16~i5.:. .
·,. "• 'A.!tlf;
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By Stephanie A. Taylor
Staff Writer
The internationally acclaimed Dayton Contemporary Dance Company
has made its way to Chicago after a nearly I 0-year-long absence. The
DCDC came to Chicago March 21 - 23 to perform at the Columbia
Dance Center.
Dancers performed four different pieces: "Children of the Passage,"
"Rainbow ' Round My Shoulder," "Aerodigm" and "Sets and Chasers."
"Children of the Passage," which featured II dancers, started out with
three women gracefully and slowly walking onto the stage. The men
were dressed in long green dinner jackets and brown pants, with smoke
swirling on the stage. Everyone began to twirl and jump, when, all of a
sudden, the stage went silent--one of the gi rls fell dead. The other
dancers surrounded to pick up her lifeless body, but she soon came back
as a spirit to dance unnoticed with the rest of the dancers.
According to a press release, this piece is about "decadents" who have
lost their souls. Spirits haunt and later save the "decadents" by reuniting them with their roots. The piece, influenced by African and AfricanAmerican dance, featured music by the Dirty Dozen Brass Band.
" Rainbow ' Round My Shoulders," the second piece, was about a
group of prisoners dreaming of long-lost loves. A chain of six male
dancers came onto the stage, acting as if shackled to each other 's
ankles. The chain suddenly broke and all fell to the ground, kneeling on
one knee. As they were down, a woman came out onto the stage to console one of the dancers. The woman left and the men acted as if they
were lifting heavy boulders. Two of the dancers attempted escape and
were shot to death.
A lot went on in the third piece, "Aerodigm." Numerous dancers came
and went, seemingly without purpose. Dancers juggled balls, posed and
ran around the stage frenetically. The piece was difficult to understand
due to the multitude of things happening simultaneously.
The last program was "Sets and Chasers," a piece in which the company members danced to a 1940 Duke Ellington orchestra recording.
According to Stagebi/1, "The title refers to .the sequences of numbers
that jazz musicians separate an evening's performance into (sets) and
the breaks (chaser:s) that signal the end of the set."
DCDC dancer§ 'Monnette Bariel, Aoi Funakoshi and Alvin J. Rangel
prepared for the Saturday·riight show in a tiny dressing room with small
mirrors that had just four light bulbs across their tops.
. " ! always loved dancing," Rangel said. A native-ef Ponce, Pue110
Rtc!J! Rangel stare'i that he had been dancing since the age of 17, but
only ~ot-6e~ious about it after a friend suggested he ~~e dance lesson:;.
Bartel satd she was 6 years old when she started-dancing. After her
mother noticed-she was pigeon-toed, she encouraged Bariel to begin
taking professio~dance instruction.
funakoshrhails-.(I:Om Japan and has been dancing since she was seven
)!:earS old. As a c1\ild, Funakoshi .saw a friend taking lessons, which
,.
-r.:a '<-' 't'..,;
1
made her'wai\te'd;ibj\iin 'i . ,v ·
Contributil)g::'f/lorgia Evdoxiadis and Liza Pave/ich.
-~
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Featuring:
Chicago Style Pan Pizza
Steaks and Chops
Famous Baby-Back Ribs
Fresh Seafood
and more...
Family dining with Children's menu
Private Party Rooms Available
Groups up to 200 people
Full Bar Service

OPEN:

MONDAY - FRIDAY

NOON -

7PM

I 0°/ o D ISCOU NT T O
STUDENTS AFTER 4
224 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60605

312-939-5685
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20 MINUTES OF
NEVER--BEFORE--SEEN FOOTAGE

·~
·~
·~
·~
Stop by the Chronicle Office, Room 205, Wabash Building,
to pick up a free ticket (Admit Two)
to a Special Advance Showing of "Amadeus, the Director's Cut"
at the Landmark Century Theatre on Tuesday, Aprill6.
Tickets are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis.
This film is rated "R" for brief nudity. No one under 17 will be admitted to the theatre
to see this film unless accompanied by a parent or adult guardian.
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Arts Aromtb Camtms
Tuesday, April 9, 2002
12:30 to 1:20 p.m. .
Jazz Gallery in the Lobby
The Concert Hall, 1014 S. Michigan Ave.
Featuring CCC Jazz Studies students

Wednesday, April 10, 2002
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender
Discussion/Support Group
Every Wednesday this spring from noon to
I :30pm in Room 314 of the 623 S. Wabash Ave.
building

Thursday, April 11, 2002
5:30 to 7 p.m.
Third Annual City-Wide Undergraduate Poetry
Reading
The Concert Hall, 101 4 S. Michigan Ave.

8 p.m.
Chicago Moving Company
The Dance Center, 1306 S. Michigan Ave.

Friday, April 12, 2002
8 p.m.
Chicago Moving Company
The Dance Center, 1306 S. Michigan Ave.

Check OIU(t
the Chroni.cle/s.
new Jmessage
board at
www.ColllXJm Jb[aChroni.cle.coJm

Aries (March 21 -April 20). Before Thursday, past love affairs and old work ass ignments w ill
demand completion. Expect forgotten emotions to soon cause new inspirat ion. Use this time to move
worthwhile relationships forward. Recaptured passion w ill lead to workplace fulfil lment, fast changes
and shared goals between lovers. Friday through Sunday, social triangles are unavoidable. Watch for
valuable insights into the romantic plans and emotional needs of a close friend.
Taurus (April 21 -May 20). Social contacts are promis ing. Before midweek, watch for an old fr iend
or past colleague to introduce fresh opportunities. Written documents and financial calculations will
also work in your favor; use this time to finalize projects or complete outstanding applications. After
Friday, romantic desires are strongly felt. Expect seductive invitations from potential lovers. Flirtation
will create delightful moments of passion.
Gemini (May 2 1-June 2 1) . Celebration and social belonging are the themes for the next few days .
Before Thursday, watch for an important work or social project to gain acceptance. Don' t look back;
this is the right time to evaluate potential relationships and move forward. Past limitations or restrictions will not reoccur. Be romantically optimistic and creative. Late Saturday, a message from a friend
or business assoc iate may bring unique financial rewards. Remain open to job changes and fast contracts.
Ca ncer (June 22-July 22). Work and fam ily relations will adopt a predictable pattern. Watch for past
disputes or broken promises to be easily forgotten. For many Cancerians, recent moments of confusion between loved ones will soon become a source of strength. Pay attention to minor confl icts and
newly resolved power struggles. Before emotional progress can be trusted, love relationships wi ll need
to be brie fly tested. Sincere pass ion will be rewarded. Respond truthfully to all questions.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Over the next few days, a once promisi ng business option or skill may need
to be left in the past. Career and financ ial issues are changing dramatically. Use this time to discover
improved routes to success and make key decisions. Some Leos will find that an important project now
becomes secondary. Watch fo r ongo ing duties to require diplomacy and group sensitivity. Stay balanced. Authority figures need to witness underlying talent, dedication and pride.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Solid agreements are available in business relationships. Over the next
four days, expect key offic ials and co-workers to leave unresolved or troublesome issues in the past.
Before the end of April, many Virgos will be offered a uniquely creative work project. Small opportunities may lead to valuable breakthroughs. Don 't avoid minor tasks or unusual business partnerships.
After Thursday, rest and spend extra time with trusted friends.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). Team projects and public appearances will require a special effort. Expect
colleagues and professionals to search out your opin ions and expertise. Watch also for a rare social
invitation to usher in a delicate workplace a ll iance. Group events or strategic gatherings will be private ly profitable. Remain alert to hidden suggestions. After Saturday, a close friend or lover may propose unique travel activities or entertainment plans. Sensuality and new hobbies are accented.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21 ). Over the next few days, watch love relationships and new friendships
closely. Romantic wisdom and rare social insights are available. Agreements between friends, financial motives and long-term promises may soon be important issues between loved ones. Gather valuable insight; th is is the right time for emotional evaluation and revised romantic planning. After
Sunday, rest and gain strength. Physical energy and social optimism may need time to recover.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21 ). Home projects and family finances will begin a period of expansion
and new emotional demands. Late Tuesday, expect loved ones or close relatives to introduce new
money proposals. Although all looks promising, proceed with caution. Home growth and family
opportun ities depend on a consistent effort. Respect your own pace and avoid emotional pressure. By
late next week, a clear route to home, financial and romantic success is accented.
Cap ricorn (Dec. 22-Jan . 20). Someone close may propose an unusual emotional agreement. Befo re
Thursday, expect a recently troubled relationship to evolve into a pred ictable pattern. Past disputes will
be replaced by revised boundaries. Expect co lleagues and romantic partners to issue improved expectations, regulations or ambitions. Listen carefully to the passionate ideas of loved ones; although dramatic, a fresh approach to romantic rules may hold the key to ongoing differences.
Aquarius (Jan. 2 1-Feb. 19). Social and romantic disputes will soon be resolved. Before Thursday,
watch for loved ones to offer subtle apologies, new statements of affection and revised romantic plans.
For many Aquarians. work professionals will also opt for harmony. Over the next eight weeks, expect
team leadership to be a top workplace priority. Friday through Sunday, fami ly communications will be
subtle but meaningful. Listen carefully for newly revealed financial ideas or property plans.
P isces (Feb. 20-March 20). New love affairs and rekindled faith in romance are prime themes. For
many Pisceans a creative approach to love will be difficult to avoid. Expect friends and lovers to
request controversial activities or present high ly seductive ideas. Express your thoughts and opinions.
This is the right time to ask for added attention, reveal private desires or create new intimacy between
loved ones.
If your birthday is this week... lovers and long-term friends may be extremely temperamental over
the next two to three weeks. Key issues may involve romantic disappointments, traditional values or
rare family pressures. Avoid complex social triangles. Before late April, loved ones will drain your
mental or emotional reserves. Later this summer, watch also for a sudden financial opportunity or
property proposal. Planetary movements suggest that rental agreements, family changes and homebased businesses may soon provide a secondary income.
For a private consultation, please visit www.mysticstars.net.

DO YOU \\lV EIISTIIMA;»
There is a non-steriod drug being studied
in asthma right now.
You may be e ligible to tak e part in th is research s t udy if you :
../Are 1 8 - 70 y e ars o ld
../Are a n o n -sm oke r
../ Hav e h a d a s thma fo r a t le ast 6 months
../ H a v e c hroni c asthma re quiring inha le d st e riods
R E C E IVE AT N O COST:
S T U DY DRUG OFFIC E VIS ITS LAB T E STS ASTHMA M O NITORSUP
T O $1680.00 COM P E N SATION
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[a month long celebrati on of creative work by Columbia College Chicago senior and graduate students]
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URBAN ARTS

FESTIVAL

tl

'
Filmmaking & Fashi on Design

Acting & Advertising

& Poetry

Musi c & Marketing

Ceramics

Journalism & Jazz Studies

lnter disciplinMy Arts
Graphic Design

Animation & ASL English-Interpreter Training
Television & Theater

Dance & Digital Media Tec hnology

Product De sign

Movement Therapy

Photography & Fiction Writing

Sculpture &

Interactive Multimedia &

Printmaking & Public Relations

Interior Design Sound Design

Early Childhood Education

Painting

Rad io Broadc asting

Da nce

Arts , Entertainment and Media Management

All MayFest programs ar e free and open to the public.

MayFest explodes on Columbia's South Loop cam pus

call. 312.344.6789

on Thursday, May 23 from 2-9 p.m . with exhi bitions.

visit.

in stallations, performance art, music, and a campus

www.mayfest02.colum.edu

ArtWa lk t o 8 galleries.
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( INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL SCREENING!)
First came the rules of love. Now comes the fun.

STRONG SEXUAL CONTENT,
LANGUAGE

®

SonyPictures.com

Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building) and pick
up a complimentary pass to attend a special screening of

The

SweetestThing

on Tuesday, April 9th at the
~ Loews Cineplex 900 N. Michigan Cinemas.
This film is rated "R" for strong sexual content and language. A parent or legal guardian
must accompany children under the age of 17. A photo ID will be necessary for admittance.
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person.
No purchase necessary. Employees of all promotional partners and their agencies are not eligible.

IN THEATERS FRIDAY, APRIL 12T"!
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Candidate Expo
Tuesday, April 9
11 am 2 pm
Hokin Annex
Come out to talk with the student candidates
who may be representing your voice!

Stud ent Government Association

One Voice!
Please contact the Director of Student Organizations and Government at (312)
344- 7042 or by email at dingrassia@colum.edu with any questions regarding
the Student Government Association.
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In
e added to
your account each semester
until you comply.

A 50.0
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()lassifleds
ACROSS
1 Assumed name
6 Ninnies
1 1 Flock leader
14 Fats Waller's
instrument
15 Showery month
16 Self-esteem
t 7 Watches over
18 One immune
from criticism
20 Flexible elevator?
22 Naive fellow
25 Golfer Ernie
26 Singer Diamond
29 Copy
31 Possesses
34 Stir
35 Population
expert
36 Have debts
37 Summit
38 Mortgage
attachments
39 Oahu porch
41 Capp and
Capone
43 Not feel well
44 Decide a matter
47 Act dovish?
48 Calendar unit
49 Film composer
Max
50 Bean curd
52 Definite article
53 On the waves
54 Gravy-train
passenger
59 Moody
61 Neeson and
O'Flaherty
65 Much removed
66 Hooked with a
horn
67 The king of
France
68 Raw mineral
69 Zatopek and
Jannings
70 John Jacob or
Mary
1
2
3
4

DOWN
Fitting
Whopper
Golfer Woosnam
Auto racer Mario

Interested in Entrepreneurial
business opportunity that you can
build while you are going to
school and fund your future. Call
Toll Free 1-888-450-2842
AIRTECH Mexico, Carribean
$250 Round Trip & Tax Other
Worldwide destinations cheap.
Book Tickets online!
www.airtech.com or call
212-219-7000

Fraternities, Sororities,
Clubs, Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 with the easy
Campusfundraiser three hour
fundraising event. Does not
involve credit card
applications. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

www.elijahmuhammadbooks.com
FREE CATALOG! The source of
Malcolm X, Farrakhan, and
Muhammad AIL FREE Message
To The Blackman Quarterly
Magazine with request.
(770) 907-2212
5 Not so hot
6 Erroneously
7 Iridescent

Solutions

ll 0 l s v
s
10 ll 3 1
a
s r; V I 1
N
9 Raven or robin
ll 3 a v
10 Frome's vehicle
s
v
3 H
" 3
11 Pastimes
ll 3 N I 3 l s
t 2 In the past
3 s 0 d s 1 a
I 3 Cut, the lawn
I V N V 1
19 Iniquitous locale
d
0 l
3M 0
21 Porky's gal
o
a
v
S V H
22 Outer edge
1 I 3 N
23 Thurman of
' Pulp Fiction'
ll 3 a a v
24 Menus
MO o a 3 ll :J
27 Church vow
0!) 3
1 Ill
28 Droop
s 8 0
r;" ll
30 In the lead
gemstones
8 Killer whale

1 I
3 ll
MO
0 1

r; 3

a
3

l
A

v

1 I
S N

s n
3 l

s

3 ll 0
ll v ~
a NV d n
3 ll ;
n ; 0 l
a 000
V
s 1 v
3 I 1
H l 1 v 1'1
v l I 1'1 I
3 8 n ll
0 ll .
s a N3 l
0 N V I d
S V I 1 v

0 !)

1 3

1 3 d

v s
d v
0 8

31 Locks fingers
(w~h)

32 Stood by
33 Lexical meaning
40 Bee factories
41 False front
42 Old card game
45 Bishopric

46 Epoch
51 Samovar
52 Corner-man's
toss
55 Margin
56 Ancient Dead
Sea kingdom

57
58
59
60

Actress Petty
Ms. Fitzgerald
Craft of sci-fi
Golf norm
62 Creative skill
63 Pasture plaint
64 Knight's title

Victoria's Cakes
&More
Home Baked Deserts for office,
home, parti~s and more.
Unique gifts for
.
any occaswn.
Contact: Bas-Sweets
Victoria Sanders

All Areas! No Brokers!
201 -265-7900

Emaii:Victoriascakeandmore@yahoo.com
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For me, the most

~p~ challenging thing about
... college is paying for it.
Thot'• whore UPS lend. a i>and, With money lo< my educahon, plu• goad pay and other
benehb, 1ndudu-.g a schedule thot ftn my dosses.

PACKAGE HANDLERS

(/)

Steady, Pan-Time Job, • SB 5~S9 50/hau< • Weekend• & Hal•day. Off
Po•d Vocohotu • Conmlenl Wofit Schedule • Great Benehb
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DOWNTOWN CHICAGO
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~am&
Learn

(1400 S Jeffeuan St • loop)
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Pt.: 312·997·3749

ADDISON
(Army Trail & lombard Rd•J

Pt.: 630.628·3737
HODGKINS

0

(1.55 &

~294

• South Suburb•)

Pt.: 1·888·4UPS-.106
Acc:.ss Code: 441 7

()

NORTHBROOK

0

Pt.: 847·480-6788

(She rmer & W illow Rds J

§

PAlATINE
(Hock. & Rand Rd•.J
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::s
rt
llJ
t1

Pt.: 847· 705-6025
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Red light, green
light at Chicago
Speedway
By Murad Toor
Staff Writer
Despite the announcement made by
Chicago Motor Speedway officials on Feb. 5
announcing the cancellation of both of its
2002 auto races, a month later, one of the
races has returned. The speedway's 2002
season consisted of the Target Grand Prix on
June 30 and the Sears Craftsman 175 on
Aug. 25. Championship Auto Racing Teams
(CART), the sanctioning body for the Target
Grand Prix and the FedEx Championship
Series, announced March 4 they will race in
Chicago. The event is now called the CART
Grand Prix of Chicago because there is no
title sponsor. The Sears Craftsman 175,
which was part of the NASCAR Craftsman
Truck series, remains cance led.
Track officials said they initially canceled
the races because they determined the events
were financially unfeasible. Then CART
officials said they we1e reviewing options
for an event to replace Chicago in a major
market where they didn't have a race.
In the end, CART decided to keep the race
in Chicago by self-promoti ng it. This is the
first time CART is internally promoting a
race that already existed on its schedule.
CART has partnership arrangements in place
for the races in Denver and Cleve land.
"This is an in-house promotion for CART,"
said Adam Saa l of CART media relations.
"It's very unique for us to take this
approach, but again for Chicago, it's certainly a business model that we need to promote,
encourage and bui ld upon."
In 1996, CART self-promoted the inaug ural U.S. 500, which was announced several
months after that year's schedule was
unveiled, CART's general manager for that
event was Rena Shanaman. She is now the
vice president of joint venture operations
and is running the CART Grand Prix.
"Although it will be a challenging assignment," Shanaman said, " I am thrilled to
have the opportunity to once again deliver a
great event experience, featuring CART's
unique brand of racing to the people of
Chicago."
This is the fourth year for the CART race
at the Chicago Motor Speedway and the
event is the eighth of 21 races of the 2002
season. The Chicago Motor Speedway is
inside horse racing's Sportsman's park. The
only other facility in the world that has both
horse and auto rac ing in the same place is
Delaware's Dover Downs. The horseracing
track is 7/8 miles long and the auto racetrack
is a 1.029-mile oval.
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All the wrong moves: Saunders aka Skinny Spice (third from left) botches another dance routine during his brief but
memorable tenure with the Spice Girls.
I just flew back from Cancun and
boy are my arms tired. Don't laugh
at that. It's not funny. Did everyone
have a good spring break? Does
anyone know the name of a good
tattoo remover? Does anyone want
to read some SLAPSHOTS!? Here
goes:
What do you get when you c ross
Where's Waldo ? with beer? The
new six-week ESPN and Rolling
Rock promotion, of course.
Starting today, "SportsCenter" will
be permeated with basketball driven Rolling Rock advert ising,
including the "Shooting the Rock"
highlights package. And lucky
viewers sharp enough to find the
hidden 33, Rolling Rock's brand
symbol withi n three different ads
have the chance to win 33 tickets to
a local sport ing event of their
choice. Check out ESPN.com for
more information on how to "Hunt
for 33."
Speaking of TV networks, The
New TNN a lready boasts quality
entertainment with programs like
Star Trek: The Next Generation,
Baywatch and WWF Raw, and this
summer the network hopes to add

another by introducing the world to
S LAM BALL. A TNN press release
describes SLAMBALL as a new
extreme sport played on a trampoline and spring-loaded surface, and
combines elements of basketball,
footba ll , hockey and soccer.
Former 76ers president Jim Croce
has s igned on as a limited
partner/board of directors member.
The first-ever extreme team sport
will feature six teams competing
four-on-four in a round robin tournament for the championship.
The World Cup finals aren't until
June, but Irish soccer fans have
already started a petition recommending that the country 's government synchronize their c locks and
work schedules with those of finals'
hosts Japan and South Korea. Over
5,000 have a lready signed the petition.
·
Speaking of soccer, or football as
some like to call it, Manchester
United midfielder David Beckham
and Spice Girl w ife Victoria (she
was Posh, by the way) dispe lled
rumors that the ir unborn child was
conceived on Old Trafford, the field
where Man U plays. After naming

their first chi ld Brookly n, for where
she was conceived, British bookies
began taking bets on the coup le
naming their child Trafford if it
happens to be a boy.
Speaking of copulation, or in this
case fornication, a 2,500 year-old
bo rdello was unearthed near
Athens during construction for the
2004 Olympic Games. Though
archeoligists are delig hted over the
find, as well as the others discovered, the International O lympic
Com mittee and t he architects
they've commiss ioned are not as
pleased. These ruins have not only
pushed back construction deadlines
but a lso forced architects to repeatedly redesign the venue.
"Basically what's going on now,
the people want me to run; not
myself." That's Magic Johnson ,
the man who couldn't even hold
down a late night talk show, on his
decision to maybe run for L .A.
Mayor in 2005. Johnson believes
the city needs "a new voice, a new
vision." The decision comes after
current mayor, James K . Hahn ,
opposed reappointment of Police
C hief Bernard C. Parks.

Lockout
ConUnued from Back Page
cap.
The players have every right to earn
as much money as they can get.
Although many people fee l that players
should not be paid millions of do llars to
play baseball, who in his ri~t mind is
going to turn down $100 mlllion? If
owners want to stop paying these enormous contracts, then they should stop
offering them .
Baseba ll is the on ly sport that has a
huge talent gap between big and smallmarket teams. ·1he Nil A is very comp<.1itive in the small rnarkcts and the
league does not have a •alary cap.
The Minnesota ·1imiJcrwolves,
<;acramento King,,, IJtah Jazz and
Milwaukee flut kq have all made the
playoff~ the pa• t few year~.
If Sacra menlo 11r '\all l.ak c City had
IJam:ba ll teamq, they wou ld not he ahle

to survive because of the sma ll market
and small te levision contracts.
Minnesota a lmost lost the Twins to contraction during the off-season, a lthou~h
the team won two world championshi ps
in 1987 and 199 1. There arc rumors
that they still might be contracted afler
the 2002 season.
The Brewers have not been to the
playoffs since the carl~ 1980s, and are
rare ly even in contention. The problem
with major league baseball is that small
market teams rarely have a chance of
winning because of the difference in
revenue.
In early March, Selig proposed that
c lu bNshare 50 percen t of their local
reve nue with other teams in the league.
f' rcviously, teams shared 20 percent.
'I his might he lp teams lik e Ka11sns City,
Mi1111eNotu und {'lllc hlllllti sig11 more

free agents and even out the talent
among big and small- market teams.
Teams like the Yankees, Braves and
C ubs, however, get a lot of money from
telev isio n contracts which sma ll market
teams do not receive. According to the
Chicago S 11n- Times, this revenue-sharing proposal is not likely to be
approved by owners. The owners have
made u counter-proposal of 39 percent.
The Yankees made u whopping
$217.8 million in local revenue last
year. George Steinbrenner is not going
to want to share 50 percent of thnt figure .
l ie will be forking over more money
thnn any other teom in the league no
matter whnt the pcrecntuge figure Is.
As much us people may not wont to
sec the Ynnkccs moke It tu the World
Series, the tcum should not get ponol·

ized for bringing in the most money.
At the beginning of March, rumors
started that the players were planning to
boycott the All-Star game on July 9 at
Miller Park in Milwaukee if they do not
agree to a labor contract. According to
the Mi/wa11lcee Journal Sentinel, the
All-Star game will bring about $70 million to the city. If thcJlaycrs do boycott the gnmc, it woul be a 11rent
embarrnssment to Se lig cons1dcring
Milwaukee is his hometown.
Boycotting might be going n little too
fl1r becnusc the All-St:1r game is for the
fnns, nnd they should not pny for the
dispute between thll plnyers' union nnd
the owners.
IJuscbnll tuns everywhere better hope
tlmt plnyc:rs nnd owners will come to 11n
ngrecme nt soon.
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High school
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any level.
In the 1999-2000 season, the year
before Miles arrived, the Clippers went
15;67. !lis first year, he averaged 9.4
pomts and 5.9 rebounds in 26.3 minutes,
leading the Clippers to 31 wins. The
team improved largely because he
brought such an up-tempo energy.
This year, with Lamar Odom sidelined, the Clippers are still above .500
because Miles has filled part of his role
so well. The style of basketball the
Clippers play is perfect for Miles and
the organization eventually wants him
in the front-court with Elton Brand,
even if it means moving Odom.
And with other terrific athletes proving themselves, like Seattle's Rashard
Lewis, possibly the largest upside
belongs to Chicago's tallest skyscraper,

Tyson Chandler. At 7-foot-l, Tyson is
even two inches taller that Garnett.
Officials in the Bulls organization
knew he was special in the preseason
when he hit his collarbone on the backboard. He blocks everything in sight
and prowls around the rim on offense
waiting to puncture the floor with a
dunk.
Teams will find it increasingly difficult to prevent the lob to Chandler
because very few passes can be thrown
too high. Thornwood High School star
Eddy Curry is equally scary.
The fourth pick in the 2001 draft, Curry
hovers around a little less than 300
pounds in playing shape, but could
exceed that in a couple years with added
muscle. His inside game looks more
developed than Chandler's, with legiti·

Why ask why?

Ask Dustin & Ry.

mate post-up moves.
A former gymnast, Curry has good
hand-eye coordination and usually agile
foot movements . Per 48 minutes. Curry
is averaging 19.6 points. 11.3 rebounds,
and 2.3 blocks. while Chandler is averaging 14.5 points, 11.7 rebounds, and
3.38 blocks. They don't have the stamina now to maintain that type of energy.
but an off-season with Dick Vem1eil
should change that. If the trend continues, Curry and Chandler could combine
with Jalen Rose and Jamal Crawford to
make one of the most powerful and ath·
letic squads ever.
It's in the best interest of general managers to draft the best talent available,
regardless of age. Bringing young kids
into the league may water it down a lit·
t ie, but it's good for the league because

Greetings once again Columbia sports fans. We
hope you had a great week off of school full of drink·
ing and barfing. Did you enjoy the Final Four and the
first week of the baseball season? The Sports Dudes
are back and ready to answer your questions. Our
first question is from Linda Moore in Cali fornia. She
writes: I would like to know the history of the
Fighting Irish and black quarterbacks. Are there
any? Have there ever been one or more?

Let the inquiring minds rest. We have your answer
after deep thought and research. Our very own
Dwayne M Thomas informed us that there have been
five black quarterbacks at Notre Dame. Tony Rice
was the first to come along in 1989. Kevin McDougle
was the second in 1993. Next came Jarious Jackson
in 1999. Arnaz Battle was a backup to Jackson and

it allows some of the older stars to hang.
in a little longer.
Do you think Patrick Ewing could still
be in the league if he weren't going
against guys like Dalibor Oagaricry
Eventually, Jerry Krause "ill he
applauded for bringing in Chandler and
Curry because you need stars to win in
the NBA. Elton Brand is a great pla)cr.
but dunk on a fast break or get I 0 blocks
in a game he won't do.
The results of drafting players straight
from high schoo l to the pros have been
overwhelming ly successful. The next
few years should see the league dominated by the Lakers. Timberwo lves.
Magic, Clippers. and other teams centered around players drafted young.
Keep your fingers crossed-history
repeats itself in Chi cago.

started some games in :woo before he was injured.
Finally. Carlyle Holiday took over in the 2001 season.
Our next quest ion is from Kevin in Chicago. Kevin
writes: What do yo u think hurt Bob Knig ht mo re;
losing to the Salukis in tbe first round of the
NCAA Tournament or seeing Indiana get to the
Final Four?

The Sports Dudes say that if we were in Knight~
shoes. it would be harder to see Indiana play in the
Final Four. He left /U with such a bitter taste in his
mouth and we think it would be unbelievably hard to
watch the team he coached for almost 30 years makC'
it without him.

Sports Dudes®ccchronlcle.com

NIU, WIU hit target
with paintball clubs
0
Despite no Columbia paintball club, many
opportunities available to students in Chicagoland area
By Jllllan Helmer
Managing Editor
Bright and early every Sw1day morning,
Gregory Fandl climbs out of bed, rushes
to get ready, and heads off to church.
At least, that's what he likes to tell people.
Several years ago, when Fandl, a student
at Moraine Valley Community College,
and several of his friends discovered
paintball, they became so engrossed in the
sport that they joked that it was their new
faith, and would claim that when they had
their weekly game they were going to
"church."
While it is unclear exactly when paintball officia lly became a sport-some
sources suggest I 5 years ago, some claim
30--the game has exploded in popularity
over the past five to I0 years.
" It's basically just a game of capture the
flag," Fandl said. " You shoot the other
guy before they shoot you, and you try to
steal their flag."
"There are some other games too," he
continued. "There's a time game, where
you have to move out of your bunker
every 30 seconds and if you don't, you're
out. There are also fort games, where you
have to assault the other team's fort and
take the fort."
People who play paintball vary in age,
according to Fandl. His group consists
mainly of people in their twenties, which
is about the average age of paintball players, he said. Most of the people who play
are either in their later teens or early 20s,
according to Fandl. He did say, however,
he has encountered younger players (the

minimum age required by most arenas is
13) and some much older people in his
games.
As one might suspect from the age
range, one of the biggest groups of people
who play paintball are college students.
Some colleges have even formed paint·
ball organizations and activities.
Northern Illinois University has a paintball club which uses paintballto bring students together, according to the Nl U Web
site.
Another campus that has incorporated
paintball into its many organizations is
Western Illinois University. WIU's campus recreation department has added a
paintball program to its list of intramurals
the college offers.
Ryan Hardekoph, an engineering technology senior at WIU, has been a paint·
ball enthusiast for years-using it both as
a hobby and as a way to keep up with his
military skills.
"After I got out of basic training, I started playing paintball with my buddies,"
Hardekoph said.
Hardekoph and his friends started a
team, and became quite serious about the
game for a while, he said. After renting
equipment for a while, they eventually
bought their own, and went out looking
for someone to sponsor their team.
"Once you find a potential sponsor, you
have to practice all the time, and then
they'll come watch you practice. If you
play well enough, they'll sponsor you.
They help out with jerseys, entry fees for
tournaments, paintballs and guns,"
Hardekoph said.
Despite his continuing love for the
game, Hardekoph hasn't participated in
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WIU's intramural program because he
just can't afford to play the sport as often
anymore. " It gets pretty expensive," he
said.
Hardekoph and his team have been on
hiatus for the past several years because
they are all away at different schools.
"Come summertime though, those of us
who are still around all go out and play,"
he said.
Though Columbia doesn't offer any
paintball programs, students here have
one advantage over students at rural colleges-there is an extensive list of places
to play paintball in the Chicagoland area.
The Chicago Pa intbaU Factory is
located in Chicago at 1001 W. Van Buren
Ave. For more information, call (312)
563- 1777.
The best place to play, according to
Fandl, is Cha llenge Park Xtreme in
Joliet because it has one of the biggest and
most complex fields in the area.
Challenge Park is located at 2903
Schweitzer Road in Joliet. For directions
or information call (»15) 726-2800 or go
to www.challengepark.com.
Sudden lm pact is located inside
Machesney Park Mall , in Machesney, Ill.,

roughly 90 minutes from Chicago,
accord ing to store manager Steve Saddler.
"We've got two indoor playing fields, and
nine different outdoor fields," he said.
"We get teams that come from Chicago to
practice a lot." For more information, call
(309) 874-3338.
Fox PaintbaU Field may be a more convenient option for students who live in the
west suburbs. Located in Millington, Ill.,
Fox Paintball is close for those who live in
the Aurora or Naperville areas. The
address is I 0389 Fox River Drive,
Millington. For directions or information,
call (630) 695-5208.
For students who live north of Chicago,
PaintbaU Blitz is located in Gumee, Ill.
Paintball Blitz has seven playing fields
and equipment rental available. For rental
prices or other information, call (847)
545-9999.
Operation Paintball is located in
Hampshire, Ill. Call (630) 736-9107 for
more information.
County C lu b PaintbaU is located in
souW, suburban Glenwood, Ill. at 537 W.
195 St. For more information, call
(708) 756- 1166.
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Graduating into the NBA

Baseball can0
not afford
another lockout
By Dustin Klass
Sports Editor
On March 26. baseball commissioner Bud Seli g said that he
wou ld not lock o ut players
through the Wo rld Series. He
did not guarantee, however, that
there would not be a s trike over
the summer. Selig has said over
the past few months that there is
a possibility of some new rules
in baseball- more spec ifi cally,
sa lary issues.
"Our fans deserve to know that
the 2002 season will be played to
completion without interrupt io n
and they deserve to know that
now before we begin the new
season." Sel ig said. 'Therefore,
on behalf ofthe clubs, I pledge
that we wi ll not take any economic action either in the form
of a lockout or unilateral impl ementation against the Players'
Association throughout the
course of the season and postsea-

son."
The players' union labor contract expired on Nov. 7 and there
were ongoing negotiations
throughout the o fT-season. There
were rumors that a strike was in
the making be fore spri ng tra in ing
started. but Selig's comments
have put those rumors to rest.
Players' uni on head Donald
Fehr did not say if the p layers
would pledge not to strike, but
he did say it would be a last
resort.
As former owner o f the
Milwaukee Brewers, Selig is
obviously goi ng to take the s ide
of the owners when it comes to
sa laries. There is no question
that baseball players, as well as
all athletes in m'ajor team sports,
are overpaid. However, it is not
their fault that they are making
mi llions of dollars for playing a
s port. No one is ho ld ing a gun
to the owners' heads say ing that
the have to offer these huge
multi-million dollar contracts.
The 1994 strike had a tremendous ly negative effect on baseball. The American public
deve loped the idea that baseball
was full o f greedy players and
greedy ow ners. At the time, that
was probabl y an accurate
assumption. Oascball did not
fu lly get back the fan s upport
until the Mark McGwire/Sammy
Sosa home run race in 1998.
·1hat s trike lasted 232 days and
cost owners about $800 mill ion
in revenues. !'layers lost an estimated % 00 million in w ages and
reduced co ntracts. 'I he strike
wa ~ a resu lt of owners wanting
'" enforce a sala ry car and the
pla yers fight in!( them.
llascna ll cannot afford another
' trike. 'f he res11lts would he disa ~lrt >l " fi>r hoth rlaycrs and
owners. II took a lo ng time fi •r
the ' r ort to reco ver from the
l'J'i4 • trike. ll ud Se liK netlcr get
hi• a~t together and • tor trying

th cufon.c a e;al:1ry citp.
J\ltiH>u!(h ha•enall necds to
come ur woth a way to s hrink the
doffcrcn~c hctwcc11 h ig and • mnll
market team•. ot would he IIII A rnc r i~an to c o for~c a •ala ry

More and more high schoolers are choosing not to play college ball

tcr? He won MVP of the AllStar game at age 23 and the
Lakers have won two championships.
O'Neal 's rise has been less
glamorous but almost equally
impressive. After four seasons
of sitting on the bench for the
Portland Trailblazers, he was
given an opportunity on the
Pacers after getting traded for
Da le Davis.
Jcrmaine O'Neal battle-tested h imself against veteran
Blazer players for several seasons and built himself up in the
weight room.
When he
stepped into a larger role in
Indiana, he unleashed an arsenal of shot blocking, punishing
down-low moves, and tremendous weak-side assistance.
This year, he started as center
fo r the Eastern Conference in
the All-Star game. The Pacers
have so much confidence in
Jermaine they traded Ja len
Rose to Chicago. Since Rose
departed, O'Neal has pulled
the Pacers into the sixth seed
for the playoffs.
The season after O 'Neal and
Bryant, Tracy McGrady came
into the league.
Nearly a
C hi cago Bull until Michael
Jordan nixed a deal tha t would
have sent Scottie Pippen packing . McGrady e nded u p in
Toronto.
Despite cousin Vince Carter
taking up most of the spotlight,
McGrady proved devastatin
w hen he commanded cne
offense. His third year, his
playing time was fina lly
increased to 3 1.2 minutes and
he responded w ith a 15.4-point
average.
With McG r~dy
threatening his job secunty,
Carter was forc ed to constantly
e levate his game, which made
Toronto a better team .
After McGrady became a free
agent in 2000, he signed with
Orlando to form his own team.
He instantly put up huge numAP Photo/Ann HeisenfeH
bers, averaging 26.8 points in
Kobe Bryant (left) and Kevin Garnett (right) have become two of the NBA's top players after skip·
40. 1 minutes.
ping college.
Even without Grant Hill,
organization had just struggled organization.
McGrady was still able to lead
By Marc Zale
The season after Garnett the M agic to the p layoffs. N ot
through a 2 1-61 season and
needed Garnett to bring leader- came into the league, Jern1aine only d id he lead the team in
Contributing writer
O'Neal and Kobe Bryant scoring and make the All-Star
s hip.
There is a reason w hy so
During his time at Farragut. skipped out on college to enter game, but he also played a sigmany genera l managers in the Garnett dis played a magni fi - the pro game. Bryant immedi- nificant role in the developNBA have begun picking play- cent versatility. ethereal and ately showed flashes of star- ment of Mike Miller.
ers who enter the draft straight heavenly from the o uts ide, dom and put up 15.4 points per
One of McGrady's strongest
from high school. The track powerful and unforg iving on game in 26 minutes his second areas is taking defenders ofT
record o f high school athletes the ins ide. l ie brought the year.
the dribble and taking it to the
entering the league since 1995 same style to the N BA. By his
During his first couple of rack. When the defense colis remarkable. Tracy McGrady. second season, Garnett led the yea rs, the Lnkers had been lapses, Miller finds himself
Kobe Uryant. Kevin Garnett. '!~ Wo l ves to 40 wins by aver- making playoff runs but could- open for a lot of threes. If
Jermainc O ' Neal and Oarius aging 17 points in 38 minutes.
n ' t get over the fina l hump. Garrity nnd Miller continue to
Mi les alone could comrosc a
In the 1999-2000 season. the First Eddie Jo nes. and then give McGrady nil the help he
starti llg li ve in a ll All -S tar Timberwolves won SO games G len Rice. tried to anchor the needs, Orlando could ~ n dnrk
game .
In additioll, teams and made the p layons. The Lukers fn>m the outs ide but horS<' to come out o f the East in
rccruitillg hi gh- rated hig h more his game has cxpamkd. neither could get it done in the plnyotTs.
Like Kobe
school kids ol'tcll tr;ms l'orm the more his teamnwtes have May m June.
Bryant, college couldn't hnvc
into winning organi zati ons hcgun to henc lit.
W:t ll y
W hen Bryant took over. the turned McGrady out nny better.
wi thin a cour lc of y ~a rs.
Szczcrh iak and C lmunccy team started tn dominate. parThe past couple of S<'aSl>ns.
Minnesota ·1imherwo lves Billups h:tvc seen the ir scoring ticu larly in the npt•n court. nunwrous incredibly tnll.'ntt•d
( icllcral
Maoo..
Kevioo averages im;rl'HSl' this scnsnn, That's say ing a lot because lew athletes hnvc pliSSCll mt C\>lMd laic kicked olf the ne w largel y because (iarnett dmws
llayers can dd't·llll ami shoot legc- lcvcl bull to play in the
hig h se hnnl rcvn lutioo wheoo he sn otuuty dnuhle-teams.
iku Eddie h>ncs. Kohc just NUA . Darius Miles. t:tl.en
drarted Kev ioo <iarnett ill the
Des pite a recent skid , hns the rure ability to inke third overall in the 2000 lint!\
I 'J'I5 Nil A drall lotlny. Wit h Min nes1> ta could still fiml pllly<·rs oil' the drihhlc nml <'fC· h)• the Clippers. plays a more
the cxcl·ptiooo ol Moses th1·mselvcs in tht• Western lite s<"l•ring opp<>rtunities lhr 11tninou~ sty le, pltrtku!nrl>: in
Malone. plnyer• w ho s kipped Conlc rcnec F inals and it a ll hi ~ (Clln llllllleS.
the open CllUrt. A su~rmr tn~t·
co llege had 1110rc nns tlle)cs to CIIIIICS frn111 (ial11ett. Ills SUC•
It 's m> mi~tttl.e tlmt the brenk sk.)•wttlkcr with a ln~t~t'
ovcrcnmc nood J.(C il~ra ll y litikd . cess under Mcl lall· pmvcd tlmt l .nk1·rs hl'J!lln winning dllunpl·
wiugspnn . Miles hns nc\Cr
lluf Mc llnlc knew thnt 11 (o- rurc high school athlcll'S cnn llliS hip~ liS S\1\lll liS Kobe WliS 1\.•nf<.-d tnl.lu!l it to tho rncl. on
foot- 11 player with lhnt nlltlly skip college n111l ~l>ll te rl !,!hl in , phy~klllly really. llliiV could
• kill s wn• no llrncl Sclk-rs. The piny their g nmes nlld help the Cl•lle!(c hllvc prepllrell him betSee Hlah ~ehool, page 35
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